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Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative Ltd. fonds 2002/131

YUKON ARCHIVES PHOTO CAPTION LIST

acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Album #1

PHO 655

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
Group of people standing near fire pit and tents. Another tent 
in foreground.  -  Jun 1980.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #2 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
Second from right: Maxine Grant (Dept. of Indian and Northern 
Development). Six First Nations women around a camp fire. 
Tents in background.  -  Jun 1980.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #3 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
L-R: Cliff Geddes (on bench), Virginia Smarch, Paul Birckel. 
Group of First Nations people sitting on benches under a 
plastic tent-like structure.  -  Jun 1980.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #4 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
L-R: unidentified woman, Clifford Geddes, Virginia Smarch, 
Paul Birckel, and unidentified woman. Five people sitting on 
benches under a plastic tent-like structure.  -  Jun 1980.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #5 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
Woman wearing headscarf, in centre, is May from Carmacks. 
To her right is Maxine Grant. Other unidentified First Nations 
women sitting on benches and the ground under a plastic tent-
like structure. Some looking at papers on clip-boards.  -  Jun 
1980.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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Album #1

PHO 655

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #6 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
L-R: Cliff Geddes, Virginia Smarch, Paul Birckel and nine 
unidentified First Nations women sitting on benches under a 
plastic canopy. Some looking at papers on clip-boards.  -  Jun 
1980.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #7 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
L-R: Maxine Grant (Dept. of Indian and Northern Development) 
and a First Nations man from Teslin who was hired to set up 
tents. Both are sitting on logs eating.  -  Jun 1980.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #8 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
Two First Nations Elder women and a First Nations Elder man 
(same man as in 2002/131 #7) smoking salmon around a 
campfire. Several cars (including a Volvo with Yukon licence 
plate AC19), trucks and a wall tent in the background.  -  Jun 
1980.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #9 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Society Seventh Annual 
Conference at Brook's Brook, Teslin, June 13-15, 1980
A group of First Nations Elder women sitting around camp fire 
with car (Volvo), truck and tent in background. Same campfire 
location in 2002/131 #8.  -  Jun 1980.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #10 A First Nations woman standing leaning over an office desk. 
Calendar on the wall is dated 1980.
  -  1980.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #11 Dakwakada Yukon Indian Arts & Crafts - Shakwak Outreach
Small brown wood frame building in Haines Junction, Yukon 
with a small truck and car with a canoe on roof parked in front. 
Possibly the retail outlet for YIACC.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.
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Album #1
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #12 Rosalie Washington, from Aishihik, inside a retail store.
Possibly products inside the Dakwakada Yukon Indian Arts & 
Crafts - Shakwak Outreach in 2002/131 #11.  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #13 Leather products displayed inside retail store.
Mukluks, slippers, mittens and dolls displayed possibly inside 
the Dakwakada Yukon Indian Arts & Crafts - Shakwak 
Outreach in 2002/131 #11.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #14 Retail store display window called Cara Shop possibly in 
Vancouver, BC.
Variety of products on display including framed West Coast 
art, snowshoes, baskets, sculptures and leather products 
including dolls, purses, slippers.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #15 Tony Gonda, on right side, and two men posing in front of 
curtain. One of the men is Herb Fiddler from Saskatchewan 
Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative.
Variety of products on display including framed West Coast 
art, snowshoes, baskets, sculptures and leather products 
including dolls, purses, slippers.  -  198-.

2002/131 #16 Tony Gonda holding two Yukon Parkas at a hotel room show.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #17 Tony Gonda holding two Yukon Parkas showing salmon and 
polar bear appliqués at bottom.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #18 Woman modelling parka inside room. Leather slippers are 
visible on table to the right.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #19 Woman modelling brown parka outdoors in front of tall office 
buildings possibly in Vancouver, BC.
Parka displays polar bear appliqué and trimmed in fur. Same 
model as in 2002/131 #18.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #20 Woman modelling blue parka standing in front of water 
fountain and tall buildings possibly in Vancouver, BC.
Parka displays salmon appliqué. Same model as in 2002/131 
#18 and #19.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #21 Cowichan wool sweaters on display at a booth trade show 
possibly in Vancouver, BC.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #22 Woman modelling pink parka with polar bear appliqué. Leather 
slippers are visible on table to the right and leather jackets 
hanging to the left.
Same model as 2002/131 #18 and possibly same parka and 
day only this photograph is in colour.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #23 Arts and crafts trade show, possibly in British Columbia, with 
Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative table in the 
foreground displaying blue parka.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #24 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative table at an Arts and 
Crafts trade show possibly in Vancouver, BC.
Close-up of parkas, leather mittens and leather slippers at one 
end of display table.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #25 Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative table at an Arts and 
Crafts trade show possibly in Vancouver, BC.
Table displaying more products including parkas, mittens, 
gauntlets, mukluks and slippers.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #26 Possibly Heritage North, the Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-
operative store in Anchorage or a store in Vancouver, BC.
Various art media displayed in store including framed prints, 
baskets, pottery and wood carvings. Another view at 2002/131 
#27.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #27 Possibly Heritage North, the Yukon Indian Arts and Crafts Co-
operative store in Anchorage or a store in Vancouver, BC.
Different view of same store as 2002/131 #26 showing various 
art media displayed in store including framed prints, baskets, 
pottery and wood carvings.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #28 Small tug boat and barge docked on wide river.
Possibly the Old Crow region, YT, Mackenzie Delta or Fort 
MacPherson, NWT.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #29 Inuvik Production Centre
Inuvik Production Centre. Long view of production centre 
showing sewing machines, employees and finished parkas. 
They produced short coats. Yukon Native Products members 
went on a tour there before opening the Sewing Centre in 
Whitehorse.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #30 Inuvik Production Centre. Close-up of rolls of duffle and shell 
material on shelves. Some cut fabric on table in foreground.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #31 Inuvik Production Centre. Rolls of fabric in plastic bags 
stacked on shelves in production centre.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #32 Inuvik Production Centre. One woman working at sewing 
machine with bundles of fabric and spools of thread 
surrounding her.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #33 Inuvik Production Centre. Long table with duffle laid out 
possibly ready to cut. Two employees visible in room.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #34 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman working on piecing person 
appliqué onto duffle.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #35 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman sewing trim made of binding.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #36 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman sewing red shell for parka.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #37 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman sewing grey satin lining for 
parka.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #38 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman sewing light blue satin lining 
for parka. Partially completed parkas piled up beside her.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #39 Inuvik Production Centre. Woman possibly sewing fur trim. 
Many fur pelts hanging to the right and several other women 
visible in the background working at sewing machines.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #40 Inuvik Production Centre. Racks of completed parkas in 
production centre. Woman boxing a brown parka for shipment.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #41 Gertie Tom selling products at Yukon Native Products table at 
art and craft show in large warehouse or gym.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #42 Back view of Yukon Native Products table at art and craft show 
in large warehouse or gym. Other vendors visible along walls.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #43 Gertie Tom sitting behind table at Yukon Native Products table 
at art and craft show in large warehouse or gym.
Racks of parkas on either end of table and leather products on 
table.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #44 Closer view of Gertie Tom sitting behind table at Yukon Native 
Products table at art and craft show in large warehouse or gym.
Racks of parkas at end of table and leather products on 
table.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #45 Display showing many leather products hanging on wall and in 
plinths including shirt, vest, mukluks, slippers, doll, gloves, 
jewellery, beading, and a hat.
Display showing many leather products hanging on wall and in 
plinths including shirt, vest, mukluks, slippers, doll, gloves, 
jewellery, beading, and a hat. Sign on wall reads: Indian Arts & 
Crafts Co-operative Yukon Ltd.
Same display as 2002/131 #45 - #49. Other signs on the 
plinths in French and English: Similar articles for sale at: 
Yukon Native Products, 105 Main St.; Old Log Church, 
Lambert St.; Yukon Indian Craft Shop, 102 Main St.  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #46 Closer view of display showing many leather products hanging 
on wall and in plinths including shirt, vest, mukluks, slippers, 
doll, gloves, jewellery, beading, and a hat.
Closer view of display showing many leather products hanging 
on wall and in plinths including shirt, vest, mukluks, slippers, 
doll, gloves, jewellery, beading, and a hat. Sign on wall reads: 
Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Yukon Ltd.
Same display as 2002/131 #45 - #49. Other signs on the 
plinths in French and English: Similar articles for sale at: 
Yukon Native Products, 105 Main St.; Old Log Church, 
Lambert St.; Yukon Indian Craft Shop, 102 Main St.  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #47 Closer view of one plinth in display showing many leather 
products including mukluks, slippers, doll, jewellery, beading, 
and a hat.
Same display as 2002/131 #45 - #49.  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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Album #1
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #48 L-R: Millie Sam and Liz Bosely standing beside a plinth in 
display.
Same display as 2002/131 #45 - #49 showing many leather 
products hanging on wall and in plinths including shirt, vest, 
mukluks, slippers, doll, gloves, jewellery, beading, and a hat. 
Sign on wall reads: Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Yukon 
Ltd.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #49 Tony Gonda wearing a wolf tail hat standing behind a plinth in 
display.
Same display as 2002/131 #45 - #49. Sign on wall reads: 
Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Yukon Ltd. Ceiling visible in 
this photo showing Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre hall.  -  
198-.

2002/131 #50 David Porter wearing a beaded leather vest standing at 
microphone giving a speech.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #51 Yvonne Kisoun wearing a red parka with white fox trim.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #52 Little girl, daughter of David Porter and Yvonne Kisoun, 
wearing a wolverine trimmed Mother Hubbard parka.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #53 Little girl, daughter of David Porter and Yvonne Kisoun, 
wearing a wolverine trimmed Mother Hubbard parka sitting on 
her father's lap.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #54 Brenda Sam modelling a fur coat.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #55 Heather Sam modelling Cowichan wool sweater.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #56 Woman modelling a Cowichan wool sweater and fur hat.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #57 Possibly Jackie Flynn modelling a brown parka showing shell 
and inner duffle.
[Sign from display in 2002/131 #45-#49 visible in 
background.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #58 Woman, possibly a Bosely, modelling a fur parka with beaded 
flowers and leather slippers.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #59 Gordon Reeve modelling a leather fringe jacket with beaded 
leaves on the shoulders.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #60 Gordon Reeve modelling a dark blue parka with beaded 
flowers on the shoulders and leather beaded gloves.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #61 L-R: A woman modelling a fur parka, Gordon Reeve modeling 
a dark blue parka with beaded flowers on the shoulders and 
leather beaded gloves and a woman modelling a red printed 
Mother Hubbard parka.
L-R: A woman modelling a fur parka, Gordon Reeve modeling 
a dark blue parka with beaded flowers on the shoulders and 
leather beaded gloves and a woman modelling a red printed 
Mother Hubbard parka. This woman managed the Native 
portion of Expo '86 Pavilion  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #62 L-R: Linda Netro in a leather dress, Brenda Sam wearing a 
pink parka, possibly Heather Sam wearing a bleached leather 
dress, and possibly Jackie Flynn wearing a fur hat and short 
jacket.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #63 Shaadhela Ku' "On the Dalton Trail"
Log building in Champagne, YT.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #64 Dakwakada Yukon Indian Arts & Crafts; Shakwak Outreach; 
Yukon Native Products Native Handicrafts Open Weekdays 
9am to 5pm
Wood frame building with signs in Haines Junction, YT.  -  198-
.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #65 Front view of white sided duplex house, possibly in Takhini, 
Whitehorse, YT or Haines Junction, YT.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #66 Back view of white sided duplex house possibly in Takhini, 
Whitehorse, YT or Haines Junction, YT.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

Album #2

PHO 655

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #67 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Louise Tait wearing glasses standing in front of booth with 
photographs and displayed parkas and other products. Sign on 
wall: Yukon Native Products  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #68 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
L-R: Elda Ward and Louise Tait standing in front of booth with 
photographs and displayed parkas and other products. Two 
signs visible on wall:  Yukon Indian Art & Craft Co-op Ltd. (l) 
Yukon Native Products ®  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #69 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Another booth panel with photographs and several products 
including rattles, spoon rack and paintings of moose. Sign 
visible on panel: Yukon Native Products Parkas visible on the 
right of photograph.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #70 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up of spoon rack shown in 2002/131 #69 with moose 
carving on top.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #71 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up of Herb Fiddler who worked for Saskatchewan Indian 
Arts and Crafts Co-operative. Leather products on table behind 
him.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #72 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up of woman wearing glasses who worked for Canadian 
Arctic Producers (CAP) in Ottawa, ON. Stone carvings visible 
on table behind her.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #73 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up painted elk shown on products panel in 2002/131 
#69.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #74 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up painted moose shown on products panel in 2002/131 
#69.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #75 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up painted rattles hanging on rack shown on products 
panel in 2002/131 #69.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #76 Ottawa Christmas Sale December 14-21, 1981
Close-up of Elda Ward.  -  1981.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #77 First Yukon Native Products retail store at 105 Main St., 
Whitehorse, YT.  One woman standing between a counter and 
fur products displayed.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #78 Possibly the original Yukon Native Products retail store with a 
wall of shelves displaying leather products including mukluks, 
slippers, mittens and hats.
A man is standing in front of the cash register.  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #79 Possibly the original Yukon Parka production centre with a 
large central work table and two racks of completed parkas.
Same man as in 2002/131 #78 is standing in left of 
photograph.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #80 Possibly a room in the original Yukon Parka production centre 
with a large central work table and several racks of completed 
parkas, some with a plastic covering.
Possibly a room in the original Yukon Parka production centre 
with a large central work table and several racks of completed 
parkas, some with a plastic covering. Parka patterns are also 
clipped to the wall.
Different room than 2002/131 #79.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #81 Possibly Yukon Indian Arts & Crafts Co-op Ltd. retail store 
displaying wooden products.
Two men standing in room. Man on right is same man as in 
2002/131 #78 and #79.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #82 Ann Brown working on white parka in Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, YT, with many other tables, fabric 
and parkas.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #83 Sandy Gleason sitting in office with typewriter and desk.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #84 Shelves of leather slippers and other products in retail store.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #85 Paintings hung on walls and wooden products on table in 
foreground.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #86 Renie Bruton holding a red parka with moose appliqué. Other 
parkas hanging on racks in background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #87 First Nations woman wearing glasses sitting at sewing 
machine working on light blue parka.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #88 Ann Brown wearing glasses sitting at sewing machine working 
on red parka with flower appliqué. A pile of parkas is visible in 
background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #89 Bev Bruton standing at sewing machine working on white 
parka. Other parkas hanging on racks visible in background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #90 June Bruton, mother of Renie and Bev, working at sewing 
machine with spools of thread on shelf beside her. Partially 
completed parkas and other workstations visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #91 June Bruton, mother of Renie and Bev, working at sewing 
machine on light blue parka. Spools of thread in front of her.
Same woman as in 2002/131 #90.  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #92 Bev Bruton, cutting a pile of duffle for parkas. Other duffle 
pieces with paper pattern attached are visible in background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #93 L-R: unidentified man, Umesh (last name?) manager of 
Production Centre, Dr. Rick Huckstep a dentist, all standing in 
middle of production room while on a tour.
Piles of white and blue duffle parkas with flower appliqué in 
foreground. Piles of duffle cut with pattern pieces still attached 
piled on tables and rolls of fabric on shelves in background.  -  
198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #94 Ann Brown sewing a red parka with flower appliqué. Piles of 
red and light blue parkas visible in background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #95 Storage of completed parkas wrapped in plastic hanging on 
racks up to the ceiling.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #96 Wooden carved and painted products displayed on wall and 
table.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #97 Nancy Van Fleet (nee Anderson) standing beside wall of 
displayed painted pictures.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #98 Production room with Renie Bruton, the Inventory Clerk, 
standing on the left of her mother June Bruton working at 
sewing machine. Other women working in background.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #99 Tony Gonda wearing brown parka and wool hat posing in 
office.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #100 First production centre, sewing centre at 120 Galena, 
Whitehorse where the long parkas were first made.
[Log building in winter.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Anton 
Gonda.

2002/131 #101 Millie Sam sitting at desk in office.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #102 Unidentified man standing beside wooden carved and painted 
products displayed on table and on wall.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #103 Renie Bruton sitting at desk in office.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #104 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Young girl modelling red flowered Mother Hubbard parka with 
white trim and mukluks.  -  24 Feb 1982.
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2002/131 #105 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Two small children modelling rose and brown parkas with fur 
mittens and mukluks. Red flowered Mother Hubbard parka in 
2002/131 #104 is partially visible on right.  -  1982.

2002/131 #106 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Close-up side view of flower beaded mukluks.  -  1982.

2002/131 #107 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Two children modelling brown parka and red flowered Mother 
Hubbard parka. Same two children on the right side of photo 
2002/131 #105.  -  1982.

2002/131 #108 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Young woman modelling a leather fringed jacket, duffle 
mittens and mukluks.  -  1982.

2002/131 #109 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Young woman, possibly Teresa Ward, modelling a rose 
coloured parka showing shell with polar bear appliqué and 
duffle with flower appliqué.  -  1982.

2002/131 #110 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Shirley Adamson modelling a white leather dress with fringe on 
sleeves and bottom and beaded flowers on the shoulders.  -  
1982.

2002/131 #111 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
L-R: unidentified man wearing beaded jacket and fur mukluks, 
Shirley Adamson modelling a white leather dress with fringe on 
sleeves and bottom and beaded flowers on the shoulders and 
a young woman in leather fringe dress and carrying baby with 
a beaded baby belt. Baby is wearing fur mukluks and leather 
shirt.  -  1982.
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2002/131 #112 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Group of people modelling on stage (L-R) young woman in 
beaded dress carrying baby with beaded baby belt, woman 
wearing red parka and fur mittens, Sandy Gleason wearing 
white leather dress and white mukluks, man wearing 
embroidered jacket, fur mittens and mukluks, and Jackie 
Johnson (or Bear?) wearing fur hat and mukluks and 
Cowichan sweater.  -  1982.

2002/131 #113 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Woman, possibly Teresa Ward, wearing leather fringe dress, 
slippers carrying a baby with beaded baby belt. Baby is 
wearing fur mukluks and leather shirt.  -  1982.

2002/131 #114 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Yvonne Kisoun in blue flowered Mother Hubbard parka 
carrying child with beaded baby belt and wearing blue parka. 
She is standing on stage at microphone with paper in her 
hand.  -  1982.

2002/131 #115 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Group of people on stage modelling outerwear (L-R) woman 
wearing white rabbit (?) fur hat, jacket and mukluks, man 
wearing leather fringe jacket, fur hat and mukluks, woman 
wearing leather vest and mukluks, woman wearing red parka, 
woman wearing rose parka and woman wearing Cowichan 
sweater and fur hat and mittens.  -  1982.

2002/131 #116 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Audience watching show back row (L-R): Donna Smith, Freda 
Smith and Bev Chambers (in blue); front row (L-R): 
unidentified woman and man.  -  1982.

2002/131 #117 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Close-up of mukluks with red beaded flowers.  -  1982.

2002/131 #118 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Young child modelling Mother Hubbard parka with blue and 
pink flowers, delta braid and fur trim.  -  1982.
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2002/131 #119 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Jackie Johnson (or Bear?) modelling fur hat and mukluks and 
wool Cowichan sweater.  -  1982.

2002/131 #120 Native Folklore Show February 24, 1982
Woman modelling white rabbit (?) fur hat, jacket and 
mukluks.  -  1982.

Album #3

PHO 655

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #121 Yukon Native Products selling at arts and crafts sale
Display of parkas, wooden rattles and photographs beside 
another vendor selling leather jackets and slippers. Sign on the 
other table reads: Sask Indian Arts & Crafts  -  198-.

2002/131 #122 Yukon Native Products selling at arts and crafts sale
Close-up of parkas hanging on a rack and one hanging on the 
curtain partition.  -  198-.

2002/131 #123 Yukon Native Products selling at arts and crafts sale
Close-up of elderly man with glasses wearing a suit and tie.  -  
198-.

2002/131 #124 Yukon Native Products selling at arts and crafts sale
Close-up of wood burn (?) picturing a forest, mountains, and 
sun or moon framed and hung on display.  -  198-.

2002/131 #125 Yukon Native Products selling at arts and crafts sale
Four men sitting at the Saskatchewan Indian Arts & Crafts 
table.  L-R: Ralph C. Drummond, Herb Fiddler, Tony Gonda 
and unidentified man.  -  198-.

2002/131 #126 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Yukon display table with fur and leather products. Leather and 
fur vests, photographs, wood carvings, paintings are hung on 
wall including a poster: Discover Canada's Yukon  -  1982.
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2002/131 #127 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Different view of Yukon display table with fur and leather 
products. Two parkas are hanging on the wall and several are 
hanging on racks.  -  1982.

2002/131 #128 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Man modelling leather vest, fur mittens and mukluks. Prints 
and masks visible on wall.  -  1982.

2002/131 #129 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Woman modelling leather vest trimmed with fur. Prints and 
masks visible on wall.  -  1982.

2002/131 #130 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Woman modelling light blue parka with fish appliqué. Prints 
and masks visible on wall.  -  1982.

2002/131 #131 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Long view of Yukon display table with fur and leather products. 
Leather and fur vests, photographs, wood carvings, paintings 
are hung on wall including a poster: Discover Canada's 
Yukon  -  1982.

2002/131 #132 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Child modelling a blue parka with fur trim on stage. Prints and 
masks are on the wall behind the stage. Several audience 
members are visible in foreground.  -  1982.

2002/131 #133 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Two woman at display booth with leather mittens, vests, 
jackets, and parka.  Woman on right rising from her chair is 
possibly Marilyn from the Micmac First Nation in 
Newfoundland.  -  1982.

2002/131 #134 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Five men drumming and singing on stage. Prints and masks 
visible behind them.  -  1982.

2002/131 #135 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Woman posing with high heel boots, fur scarf and woven belt. 
Prints and masks visible on the wall.  -  1982.
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2002/131 #136 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Young child modelling a Mother Hubbard parka on stage.  -  
1982.

2002/131 #137 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Two young girls modelling vests and mukluks.  -  1982.

2002/131 #138 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Another display of leather, fur and duffle products and grass or 
willow woven geese - not the Yukon table.  -  1982.

2002/131 #139 National Winter Showcase, February 4, 5, & 6, 1982
Another view of the Yukon table displaying parkas and other 
leather and fur products. A man is standing looking at the 
table.  -  1982.

2002/131 #140 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Pierre Trudeau in a crowd of people.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #141 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Pierre Trudeau with two of his sons standing in front of the 
Yukon Native Products table with a variety of leather and fur 
products. A crowd of people surround.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #142 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Yukon Native Products table with three woman standing 
behind. L-R: unidentified woman, Rosalie Washington, and 
possibly Kathy Birckel.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #143 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Marilyn, from Micmac First Nation in Newfoundland, sitting in 
front of stone wall.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #144 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Close-up of leather beaded purse hanging on stone wall with 
attached Yukon Native Products tag.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #145 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
First Nations woman modelling leather fringe dress in front of 
stone wall.  -  1 Jul 1981.
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2002/131 #146 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
First Nations man wearing glasses and jean jacket with 
unreadable name tag.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #147 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
First Nations woman modelling Mother Hubbard parka doing a 
dance on grass surrounded by spectators. Ottawa Parliament 
buildings visible in the distance.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #148 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Close-up of First Nations woman modelling leather dress with 
peacock feather pins on collar.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #149 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Table selling caribou tufting pictures and other products. A 
Mother Hubbard parka is visible hanging on the stone wall - 
possibly the Northwest Territories table.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #150 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
First Nations woman (non-Yukon) modelling a leather fringe 
dress watched by spectators on a lawn.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #151 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
First Nations man in full red regalia and holding many hoops 
performing on grass surrounded by spectators.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #152 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Pierre Trudeau looking at artwork beside First Nations man 
wearing leather jacket.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #153 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Woman wearing blue duffle parka standing behind Yukon 
Native Products table.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #154 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Marilyn a Micmac First Nation from Newfoundland modelling a 
Yukon parka, her face framed by white fur trim.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #155 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Marilyn a Micmac First Nation from Newfoundland wearing a t-
shirt with words: I was swiped from Jeans ?????  -  1 Jul 1981.
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2002/131 #156 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Overhead view of Yukon Native Products table displaying 
many leather products and three woman L-R: unidentified 
woman, Rosalie Washington and Kathy Birckel. Similar to 
photo 2002/131 #142.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #157 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Woman modelling brown fur jacket with white fur trim on grass 
with trees and child in background.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #158 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Woman modelling leather halter top (?) wearing jean shorts on 
lawn surrounded by spectators.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #159 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Woman and men sitting at long conference table with 
microphones and papers on tables in large room with high 
ceilings and walls covered with green wallpaper.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #160 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Woman holding a coffee cup in large room with high ceilings 
and walls covered with green wallpaper.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #161 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Long conference tables arranged in square with about 20 
people sitting at them in green wallpapered room.  -  1 Jul 
1981.

2002/131 #162 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Man leaning against cement wall with large governments 
buildings of Hull, Quebec visible in background.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #163 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Pierre Trudeau with his three sons (the oldest on the left only 
partially visible). The middle son is holding a west coast art 
print and a man, possibly the artist, is standing behind the 
boys.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #164 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
A group of women setting up or packing up the Yukon Native 
Products table.  -  1 Jul 1981.
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2002/131 #165 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
A blurry side view of a woman possibly sitting at the long 
conference tables in the green wallpapered room.  -  1 Jul 
1981.

2002/131 #166 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
A man wearing a blue suit jacket standing in front of the Yukon 
Native Products table.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #167 Canada Day, July 1, 1981
Two women wearing leather fringe dresses standing in front of 
a teepee.  -  1 Jul 1981.

2002/131 #168 Sewing Center at 120 Galena Road in Whitehorse, Yukon
Brown log building with stairs up to front door with sign on 
door: 120 Galena Sewing Center  -  1981.

2002/131 #169 Sewing Center at 120 Galena Road in Whitehorse, Yukon.
Back door to brown log building with stairs up to door.  -  1981.

2002/131 #170 Interior view of Sewing Center at 120 Galena Road in 
Whitehorse, Yukon. Multi-coloured parkas hanging on racks 
and large worktables in centre of room.
  -  1981.

2002/131 #171 Interior view of Sewing Center at 120 Galena Road in 
Whitehorse, Yukon. Three women sitting at tables 
embroidering duffle parkas. Piles of parkas waiting on trolleys.
  -  1981.

2002/131 #172 Norma Kassi, from Old Crow, YT, modelling a blue duffle 
jacket, white fur mittens, mukluks and beaded hair ties, 
possibly at the Native Folklore Show.
  -  24 Feb 1982.

2002/131 #173 Man modelling blue jacket, fur mittens and mukluks possibly at 
the Native Folklore Show.
  -  24 Feb 1982.
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2002/131 #174 Two First Nations women sitting and possibly watching the 
Native Folklore Show. L-R: Eileen Van Bibber and another 
woman whose last name is Sidney
  -  24 Feb 1982.

2002/131 #175 Native Folklore Show
Group of people modelling on stage (L-R) woman wearing red 
parka and fur mittens, woman wearing white leather dress and 
white mukluks, man wearing embroidered jacket, fur mittens 
and mukluks, Jackie Johnson (or Bear?) wearing fur hat and 
mukluks and Cowichan sweater, woman wearing leather fringe 
jacket, duffle mittens and mukluks and Norma Kassi wearing 
duffle jacket, white mittens and mukluks. Similar to photograph 
2002/131 #112.  -  24 Feb 1982.

2002/131 #176 Native Folklore Show
Woman modelling red parka with fish appliqué.  -  24 Feb 1982.

2002/131 #177 Native Folklore Show
Woman modelling leather vest and mukluks.  -  24 Feb 1982.

2002/131 #178 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Man from Old Crow, Yukon wearing beaver fur hat and beaded 
duffle jacket.  -  1982.

2002/131 #179 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
People looking at products on tables. Annie Smith is on left. 
Parkas hanging on rack.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #180 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Carol Artnzen, Manager of Yukon Native Products store.  -  
Feb 1982.

2002/131 #181 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Woman wearing parka hood trimmed in white fur. This woman 
has a store in Tagish, YT.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #182 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Women sitting at table selling leather slippers. L-R: Rachel 
Thompson and Mary Kane.  -  Feb 1982.
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2002/131 #183 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Millie Sam  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #184 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Tables with First Nations leather products and buyers looking 
at them. Annie Smith is on the left.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #185 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Row of First Nations women selling leather products displayed 
on tables and a few people looking at them.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #186 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Buyers looking at products. Rack of parkas visible behind 
table.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #187 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Another view of products in front of Rachel Thompson and 
Mary Kane seen in 2002/131 #182.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #188 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Close-up of woman wearing glasses (possibly a Bruton).  -  
Feb 1982.

2002/131 #189 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Renie Bruton wearing Rendezvous feather hat.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #190 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Woman wearing white sweater sitting with arms crossed.  -  
Feb 1982.

2002/131 #191 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Woman wearing beaver fur hat and leather fringe jacket.  -  
Feb 1982.

2002/131 #192 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Rachel Thompson. Small decorative beaded bootie hanging on 
antler in foreground.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #193 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Woman wearing glasses and fur hat.  -  Feb 1982.
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2002/131 #194 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Allen Edzerza sitting behind antler carving of sheep and gold 
mines going up hill.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #195 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Polly Frazer wearing a hat with a flower and feather and a 
button with dog team that reads: Sourdough Rendezvous  -  
Feb 1982.

2002/131 #196 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Millie Sam with braids in her hair wrapped with leather 
string.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #197 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Woman wearing brown parka trimmed with fur and with goose 
appliqué. There is a red ribbon pinned to the jacket.  -  Feb 
1982.

2002/131 #198 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Close-up of woman wearing brown parka trimmed with fur and 
with goose appliqué. There is a red ribbon pinned to the jacket 
that reads: Yukon Native Products First [prize?]  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #199 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Overview of table with leather products L-R: Rachel 
Thompson, Mary Kane, Polly Frazer, unidentified woman, 
unidentified child, Allen Frazer and several buyers.  -  Feb 
1982.

2002/131 #200 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Overview of table with leather products within unidentified 
sellers sitting behind table.  -  Feb 1982.

2002/131 #201 Rendezvous Display - Old Log Church, February 26 & 27, 1982
Close-up of woman wearing glasses and down parka.  -  Feb 
1982.

2002/131 #202 Woman sewing blue parka lining in production centre.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #203 Woman modelling pink duffle parka with flower appliqué.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #204 Woman modelling pink duffle and outer shell parka with moose 
appliqué.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #205 Tony Gonda modelling a dark blue parka showing outer shell 
and duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #206 New Yukon Native Products retail store during construction. 
Display shelves and drawers visible in middle of room and on 
wall.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #207 Possible storage room with racks, drawers and work table in 
new Yukon Native Products retail store during construction.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #208 Piles of completed duffle parkas white and dark blue with 
flower appliqué. Several parkas on racks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #209 View of new retail store during construction showing display 
shelves and cabinet.
[Same room, but different view from 2002/131 #206.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #210 Racks of completed parkas with the shells and duffle separate.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #211 Production centre on Fourth Ave. Whitehorse, YT, showing 
various sewing stations and piles of fabric and parkas.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #212 Office space with filing cabinets, desks and wall display with 
photographs of models wearing parkas.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #213 New office space on Fourth Ave., Whitehorse, YT with 
shelves, desks, computers, and display with photographs or 
posters in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #214 Office space with one desk and chairs, artwork on walls and 
display cabinet.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #215 YIACC office space with computer and printer. This was the 
first personal computer in Whitehorse.
Tony Gonda used to give tours of it.  Paul Birckel was one of 
the foremost supporters of technology.  -  198-.

2002/131 #216 Tony Gonda's office space in the old CYFN building (aka 
Yukon Hall) when the Indian Arts and Crafts Society was 
housed there.
Office space with desk, chair, filing cabinet and on wall: 1982 
calendar, Yukon map, poster of model wearing parka and 
another calendar with photograph of elder.  -  1982.

2002/131 #217 L-R: Jackie Gleason and Millie Sam sitting in office with 
typewriter in front of Millie.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #218 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Close-up of man wearing striped shirt and tie.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #219 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting.
National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
First Nations man wearing suit and tie sitting at table with his 
hands on his chin. Name unidentified but came from a very 
influential family involved in politics.  -  198-.

2002/131 #220 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Elderly man with white hair and moustache wearing jacket, tie 
and vest. He was a volunteer business man giving advice.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #221 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Woman standing in office with map of Canada on back wall.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #222 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
L-R: Two First Nations men and Shirley Bellemore, from 
Carmacks, sitting at conference table with microphones and 
water glasses.
Shirley might have been at a National meeting representing 
the Yukon.  -  198-.

2002/131 #223 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Close-up of woman holding a binder.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #224 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
William Ahenekew and number 14 sign taped to a microphone 
in front of him.
He was from Saskatchewan and the President of the National 
Indian Arts and Crafts Co-operative (NIACC).  -  198-.

2002/131 #225 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Close-up of man wearing white shirt and glasses. Microphone 
also visible in front of him.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #226 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
L-R: Modest Cmoc, Executive Director of NIACC and 
unidentified man.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #227 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Unidentified Huron man from Quebec.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #228 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Maxine Grant sitting on plaid chair in office. Desk visible in 
right hand corner.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #229 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting.
National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting.  
Modest Cmoc, Executive Director of National Indian Arts and 
Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) standing at an office door. Large 
office building visible outside window.
He is also in photo 2002/131 #226.  -  198-.

2002/131 #230 National Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative (NIACC) meeting. 
Unidentified man and Tony Gonda standing in office.
  -  198-.

Album #4

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #231 New retail store on Fourth Ave, Whitehorse, YT with wood 
display cases and other products including parkas visible in the 
background.
  -  1982.

2002/131 #232 L-R: Rose Skookum and Kathy Birckel working at the counter 
in the new retail store. Parkas, Cowichan sweaters and 
customers are visible in the background.
Rose was the secretary of YIACC and Kathy was the Manager 
of Yukon Native Products.  -  198-.

2002/131 #233 Leather mukluks and parkas on display in the new retail store 
on Fourth Ave., Whitehorse, YT.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #234 L-R: Maxine Grant and unidentified woman standing behind 
table filled with brochures and three parkas hung on the back 
wall for display.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #235 Maxine Grant standing beside table with leather and fur 
mukluks, slippers and baby belt hung on wall behind.
Same woman from left side of 2002/131#234.  -  198-.
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2002/131 #236 Triptic display stand with information and photographs of 
parkas and title on display: Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative 
Ltd. (Yukon).  Photo of Brenda Chambers is in centre of 
display.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #237 Carol Arntzen and (?) Smarch, Fred Edzerza standing in the 
production room beside a large work table. Parkas are hung 
on a rack, spools of thread and fabric are also visible on 
storage shelves.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #238 View of new retail store on Fourth Ave., Whitehorse, YT with 
pine display cabinets and leather products and parkas visible 
on racks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #239 Rosalie Washington, craftsperson and employee from Haines 
Junction, Yukon measuring fabric from large rolls. Completed 
parkas partially visible on right side of photograph.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #240 Group of women sitting on chairs with booklets and tea cups. 
Large worktable visible in foreground. Piano in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #241 Ron Chambers standing beside Wolf clan wall carving leaning 
against green metal clad building.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #242 Raven and wolf clan wall carving leaning against brick building. 
This carving was moved into the lobby of the Yukon Inn after 
being vandalized.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #243 Analee Ault, Marketing/Sales from Whitehorse standing beside 
Yukon Parka at trade show stall probably in Toronto, ON.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #244 Analee Ault, Marketing/Sales from Whitehorse sitting at Yukon 
Native Crafts booth at a trade show probably in Toronto, ON.
Analee Ault, Marketing/Sales from Whitehorse sitting at Yukon 
Native Crafts booth at a trade show probably in Toronto, ON. 
Leather and fur products on display on table and parkas 
hanging on rack and behind on the curtain.
[Sign on table reads] Sorry Samples are Not for Sale  -  198-.

2002/131 #245 Tony Gonda standing in Yukon Native Crafts booth at a trade 
show. Parkas hanging on racks at front of booth.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #246 Tony Gonda standing in front of Yukon Native Crafts display 
board, with photographs of models wearing parkas, in trade 
show booth. Parkas hanging on rack beside him.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #247 Winnie Peters working at sewing machine with leather. Parkas 
are visible behind her.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #248 L-R: Unidentified woman, Rhoda Merkel and Rose Skookum 
eating food in an office.
  -  1982.

2002/131 #249 Stan Peters from Beaver Creek, Yukon, sitting by a workbench 
with his wood carving, talking to an unidentified man. 
Snowshoes and other artwork hanging on the wall.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #250 Linda Talbot standing in office.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #251 Frankie Chambers sitting at a desk with coffee.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #252 Rose Skookum and her husband being gifted with a wood 
baby cradle with ribbons on it.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #253 Louise Tait standing with arms crossed wearing a white 
sweater.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #254 Becky Edzerza with blonde hair sitting on chair. She was the 
Administrative Assistant and Accounting Clerk and could type 
100 words per minute.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #255 Carol Arntzen sitting at a table eating.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #256 Three woman standing L-R: Rose Skookum, Kathy Birckel and 
possibly Winnie Peters.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #257 Tony Gonda and Ron Tait sitting eating. Office furniture visible 
in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #258 Three First Nations women sitting eating L-R: Unidentified 
woman, Mrs. Henry from Teslin, YT, and unidentified woman. 
Office furniture visible in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #259 Three First Nations women sitting eating. Office furniture 
visible in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #260 Kathy Birckel and Frankie Chambers sitting eating at a desk. 
Display cabinet and office furniture visible in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #261 Louise Tait counting money and doing paperwork at desk.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #262 First Nations woman sitting holding a camera.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #263 Three First Nations women sitting looking at photographs L-R: 
Two women on the left are also in photograph 2002/131 #259, 
and possibly Bev Bruton.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #264 Paul Birckel and Umesh (last name?), Manager of Production 
Centre, standing in front of filing cabinets.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #265 Unidentified woman with plate of food on table in front of her.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #266 Ron Tait and Susan wearing a Cowichan sweater standing in 
an office.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #267 Group of people sitting at long banquet table for dinner in a 
hall or gymnasium possibly in the Yukon Inn.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #268 L-R: Ron Chambers and Bob (last name?), who worked for the 
Canadian Executive Services Overseas and helped out with 
marketing.
[Sitting in a office setting. Bob has a cigarette in his hand.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #269 Thirteen adults and children modelling parkas, fur and leather 
clothing on stage possibly at the Yukon Inn.
L-R: Beckie Edzerza on far left against wall, Rhoda Merkel in 
long red parka and long braid, Gordon Reeve in brown parka 
with wolf appliqué, and Mark Yaklin in fur coat. Other models 
are unidentified. Spectators sitting at long banquet table.  -  
198-.

2002/131 #270 L-R: Kathy Birckel, Paul Birckel and Ron Chambers sitting at 
banquet table.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #271 Group of people and one child sitting at banquet table eating.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #272 Brenda Chambers, daughter of Carol Chambers, modelling 
burgundy shell and pink duffle parka standing outside log 
cabin with snowshoes leaning against wall.
Stamped on verso: Western Illustrators (A Joint Venture) 604 
Yates Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 1K9 (604) 384-4511  -  198-.

2002/131 #273 Brenda Chambers, daughter of Carol Chambers, modelling 
parka standing outside log cabin with snowshoes leaning 
against wall. Black & White duplicate of 2002/131 #272.
Stamped on verso: Western Illustrators (A Joint Venture) 604 
Yates Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 1K9 (604) 384-4511  -  198-.

2002/131 #274 Yukon Arctic Winter Games 1984 team members wearing 
black and green short parkas made by Yukon Native Products. 
A flag is being held with the words: Yukon Arctic Winter 
Games 1984
The drawing on the parka crest was done by Ron Chambers. 
Spectators visible on balcony in background.
[Yellowknife.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #275 Teachers and students at a special YIACC project in Teslin, 
YT to review the art of the Teslin snowshoe.
Teachers and students at a special YIACC project in Teslin, 
YT to review the art of the Teslin snowshoe. L-R: Michael 
Smarch, Alison Jackson, Teresa Dickson 
(Peters)(teacher/snowshoe maker), Jane Smarch, Peter Fox 
(teacher/snowshoe maker), Thomas Morris (white coat), Doug 
Smarch Sr. Peter Fox was one of the best snowshoe makers 
alive at the time. Sign beside door says: Government of 
Canada, A Job Creation Project  -  198-.

2002/131 #276 Sinew hanging from log pole. Part of a special YIACC project 
in Teslin, YT to review the art of the Teslin snowshoe.
[Close up view.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #277 Possibly dried intestine hanging from log pole. Part of a special 
YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the Teslin 
snowshoe.
[Close up view. Back of person out of focus in background.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #278 Teresa Dickson (Peters) cleaning hide with long knife. Part of 
a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the 
Teslin snowshoe.
[Indoors.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #279 Doug Smarch Sr., (left) and Peter Fox splitting the birch for the 
snowshoes with a special axe. Part of a special YIACC project 
in Teslin, YT to review the art of the Teslin snowshoe.
[Snow on ground.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #280 Pete Fox trimming the birch for the snowshoes with an axe. 
Part of a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art 
of the Teslin snowshoe.
[He is holding an axe in his right hand. Snow on ground.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #281 Pete Fox splitting the birch for the snowshoes. Part of a 
special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the 
Teslin snowshoe.
[He is holding an axe. A portion of a person holding wood is in 
the foreground. Snow on ground.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #282 First Nations man starting to string a snowshoe in a room. Part 
of a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the 
Teslin snowshoe.
[2002/131 #282, 283 and 284 photographed in same room.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #283 Alison Jackson lacing the string and shaping the snowshoes 
which have already been heated. Part of a special YIACC 
project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the Teslin snowshoe.
[2002/131 #282, 283 and 284 photographed in same room.]  -  
198-.
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2002/131 #284 Alison Jackson stringing a snowshoe and putting on crossbars. 
Part of a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art 
of the Teslin snowshoe.
[2002/131 #282, 283 and 284 photographed in same room.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #285 Snowshoe laced and separated waiting to dry into shape. Part 
of a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the 
Teslin snowshoe.
[Photographed leaning against a panelled wall.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #286 Teresa Dickson holding snowshoes - the finished product. Part 
of a special YIACC project in Teslin, YT to review the art of the 
Teslin snowshoe.
[Indoors.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #287 Louise Tait standing behind cash register in the Heritage North 
store in Anchorage, Alaska.
Products on display on wall, ceiling beams, shelves and 
parkas visible on rack in back of store.  -  198-.

2002/131 #288 Louise Tait standing in front of display counter and cash 
register in the Heritage North store in Anchorage, Alaska.
Products on display on wall and ceiling beams.  -  198-.

2002/131 #289 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Becky
Christmas party  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #290 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Joyce Smarch [nee Douville]
Christmas party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #291 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Wanda Webb
Christmas party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #292 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Norma Blackwell
Christmas party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #293 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Paul
Christmas party and Paul Birckel and Paul's son on his 
right.  -  24 Dec 1985.
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2002/131 #294 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Dolly
Christmas party with Dolly Scurvy (?)  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #295 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Florence McIntoch
Christmas party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #296 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Dorothy
Christmas party with Dorothy Germaine from Mayo, YT.  -  24 
Dec 1985.

2002/131 #297 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Louise Tait
Christmas party  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #298 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Renie Bruton and baby
Christmas party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #299 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Tony
Christmas party with Tony Gonda opening a Cowichan sweater 
gift.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #300 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85
Christmas party with Art who worked as an Inventory packer 
and filled orders for Yukon Native Products.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #301 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Kathy Birckel and Lois
Christmas party with Lois Tait holding a birthday cake with lit 
candles in front of Kathy.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #302 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Kathy
Christmas party with Kathy Birckel holding a fur garment.  -  24 
Dec 1985.

2002/131 #303 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85
Christmas party with group of women.  Woman on right is 
Dorothy Germaine.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #304 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Leslie and Helen
Christmas party with Helen Jakesta.  -  24 Dec 1985.
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2002/131 #305 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85, Wendy
Christmas party with group of woman sitting L-R: Wendy 
Webber, Barbara Allen, unidentified woman, unidentified 
woman, Dorothy Germaine.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #306 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85
Christmas party with Norma Blackwell and an unidentified 
woman.  -  24 Dec 1985.

2002/131 #307 X-mas Party, Dec. 24/85
Christmas party with L-R: Barbara Allen, Kathleen Jones and 
her unidentified granddaughter, and Elsie Cletheroe at 
party.  -  24 Dec 1985.

Album #5

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #308 [Virginia Smarch from Teslin, YT.]
[Informal portrait. Similar to 2002/131 #321.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #309 [Gertie Tom]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #310 [Jackie Worrell from Dawson City, Yukon]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #311 [Stan Peters]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #312 [Pauline]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #313 [Woman whose last name is Long - Angela Sidney's daughter 
from Tagish, Yukon]
[Informal portrait. She is wearing sunglasses and a hat.]  -  198-
.

2002/131 #314 [Unidentified First Nations Elder woman]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #315 [Unidentified woman]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #316 [Two woman and one man standing by fire while potatoes are 
roasting on top of grill.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #317 [One woman standing by fire while potatoes are roasting on 
top of grill.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #318 [Group of people sitting around fire. Greenhouse visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #319 [Pauline Peters (nee Sidney) from Teslin, Yukon sitting on a 
log and eating soup.]
[She is wearing glasses.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #320 [Gertie Tom sitting holding a baby girl.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #321 [Virginia Smarch from Teslin, Yukon.]
[Informal portrait. Similar to 2002/131 #308.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #322 [Mrs. Johnston, Sam Johnston's mother, from Teslin, YT.]
[Informal portrait. She is wearing glasses.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #323 [Unidentified Elder woman.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #324 [Unidentified woman leaning with hands on face.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #325 [Gertie Tom, unidentified man holding baby girl and woman 
with blonde hair.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #326 [Group of 13 women posing in front of a Christmas Tree in the 
Yukon Native Products production room .]
[Similar to 2002/131 #819.]  -  198-.
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PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #327 [Group of six women sitting on steps in Yukon Native Products 
retail store. L-R: Kathy Birckel, Lois ?, Rosalie Washington, 
Barbara Allen, and two unidentified women.]
[Similar view to 2002/131 #820.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #328 [Group of seven women in front of Christmas tree and 
snowshoes. L-R: Jackie Worrell, Norma Kobayashi, the rest 
are unidentified women.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #329 [Kathy Birckel.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #330 [Two women with their arms around each other.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #331 [Four women opening presents.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #332 [Unidentified woman reading a Christmas card.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #333 [L-R: Unidentified woman, Dorothy Germaine, and Jackie 
Worrell (nee Olson).]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #334 [Group of six women sitting with Christmas gifts.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #335 [Barbara Allen]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #336 [L-R: Rosalie Washington, Tony Gonda, unidentified woman, 
and Kathy Birckel]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #337 [Woman sitting on chairs with Christmas presents and food.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #338 [Woman getting food from buffet line at Christmas party.]
  -  198-.
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Album #5

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #339 [Kathy Dawson holding up Christmas decoration.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #340 [Portrait of Paul Birckel.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #341 [Portrait of Ron Chambers.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #342 [Portrait of unidentified woman.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #343 [Woman, possibly last name Frost, modelling a grey full length 
fur coat with audience in background at Mount McIntyre 
Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #344 [Woman modelling a white full length fur coat with audience in 
background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre. Different 
model from 2002/131 #343.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #345 [Woman modelling a white full length fur coat with audience in 
background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre. Different 
model and coat from 2002/131 #343 and #344.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #346 [Two women and one man modelling parkas with an audience 
beside them at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #347 [Woman modelling a short fur jacket with audience in 
background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #348 [Woman on stage modelling a parka and fur mukluks with 
audience in background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #349 [Woman modelling a dark brown full length fur coat with 
audience in background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.
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Album #5

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #350 [Man modelling a short fur jacket.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #351 [Woman modelling a full length fur coat with spectators in the 
foreground and background at Mount McIntyre Recreation 
Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #352 [Woman modelling a white, short fur coat with spectators in the 
background at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #353 [Spectators standing eating at Mount McIntyre Recreation 
Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #354 [Models standing off stage wearing leather outfits.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #355 [Two models wearing blue anorak jackets on stage with 
spectators seated around them at Mount McIntyre Recreation 
Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #356 [Woman wearing white leather dress on stage with spectators 
seated around her at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #357 [Woman wearing white leather dress on stage with spectators 
seated around her at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre. 
Different woman and dress from 2002/131 #356.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #358 [Woman modelling black fur jacket at Mount McIntyre 
Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #359 [Woman modelling grey full length fur jacket at Mount McIntyre 
Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.
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Album #5

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #360 [Woman modelling dark brown knee length fur jacket at Mount 
McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #361 [Woman modelling a dark brown full length fur jacket and 
showing the inside liner with spectators in the background at 
Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #362 [Woman modelling a light brown full length fur jacket at Mount 
McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #363 [Woman modelling a dark brown full length fur jacket with light 
brown fur hood at Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #364 [Woman modelling a grey and white full length fur jacket at 
Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #365 [Woman modelling a dark brown short fur jacket at Mount 
McIntyre Recreation Centre with spectators visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #366 [Woman modelling back of brown short fur jacket with second 
model in background wearing a greyish fur jacket at Mount 
McIntyre Recreation Centre with spectators visible on each 
side.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #367 Group posing outdoors in front of willows L-R: Ron Chambers, 
Virginia Smarch, Barbara Allen, Stan Peters, Gertie Tom, Paul 
Birckel. Board 1987
  -  1987.

Album #6
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Album #6

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #368 Two women, possibly Millie Sam on the left, and Clifford 
Geddes in a room looking at paperwork.
[He is wearing a digital watch on his left wrist.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #369 Four men sitting behind a long table L-R: Tony Gonda, Ron 
Chambers (?), Paul Birckel and Clifford Geddes.
[A television is in the background.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #370 Group of people eating at banquet table L-R: Clifford Geddes, 
unidentified woman, Kathy Birckel, Paul Birckel, Ron 
Chambers, unidentified woman, and Joe (?)
  -  198-.

2002/131 #371 Portrait of Clifford Geddes.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #372 Clifford Geddes carrying something on a shovel beside a fire 
pit. Rachel Johnson and Jackie Worrell (nee Olson) sitting on 
a log watching.
  -  Jun 1986.

2002/131 #373 Clifford Geddes carving meat under a canvas tent at Brook's 
Brook, YT.
[He is wearing a digital watch on his left wrist.]  -  Jun 1986.

2002/131 #374 Clifford Geddes carving meat under a canvas tent. Two 
women and a man on other side of banquet (?) table.
[Possibly Lucy Wren and Winnie Atlin on the left. Identified by 
Sarah Charlie, 2009.] [Clifford Geddes is wearing a digital 
watch on his left wrist.]  -  Jun 1986.

2002/131 #375 One First Nations woman sitting and another woman standing 
under a canvas tent beside banquet table.
  -  Jun 1986.

2002/131 #376 Clifford Geddes and Paul Birckel sitting at table under a 
canvas tent.
[Clifford Geddes is wearing a digital watch on his left wrist. A 
woman is sitting in the background.]  -  30 Jun 1986.
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Album #6

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #377 Two First Nations women sitting and another woman standing 
beside banquet table under a canvas tent.
  -  30 Jun 1986.

Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #378 [Spools of thread in assorted colours stored on shelves in 
production centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #379 [Large machine called Gerber cutter in production centre used 
to cut fabric.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #380 [A woman standing at control panel of large machine called 
Gerber cutter in production centre used to cut fabric.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #381 [Same woman as in 2002/131 #380 pulling at fabric on Gerber 
cutter in production centre used to cut fabric.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #382 [Side view of Gerber cutter in production centre used to cut 
fabric with computer beside it.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #383 [Close-up of computer and typed instructions (?) with Gerber 
cutter and rolls of fabric in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #384 [Woman working on navy blue fabric at sewing machine at old 
production centre. Other machines and woman visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.
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Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #385 [Woman working on light blue, brown and gold trim at sewing 
machine at old production centre. A pile of furs is visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #386 [A woman, different from 2002/131 #385, working on light blue, 
brown and gold trim at sewing machine at old production 
centre. Other women and sewing machines visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #387 [View of many sewing stations in old production room with 
spools of thread on work stations. One woman visible in the 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #388 [A woman, possibly Rene Bruton, tracing patterns onto fabric. 
Fabric rolls piled onto shelves behind her.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #389 [A woman cutting fabric with attached pattern with hand cutter 
in old production centre?]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #390 [A woman sewing navy blue fabric possibly in old production 
centre. Piles of fabric visible in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #391 [A room beside the production room with a machine and 
computer attached.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #392 [Close-up of a machine and computer attached in a room 
beside the production room.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #393 [Rolls of fabric, some covered in plastic, piled on metal 
shelving in production centre.]
  -  198-.
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Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #394 [A woman kneeling on a table cutting pattern pieces. 
Completed and partially completed parkas hanging on racks in 
background of production room.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #395 [Production room with one woman sewing with completed and 
partially completed parkas hanging on racks.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #396 [Another view of production room with one woman sewing and 
completed and partially completed parkas hanging on racks.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #397 [Another view of production room showing a row of sewing 
machines and parka pieces hanging on racks beside each 
machine.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #398 [Production Centre with a woman kneeling on a table cutting 
pattern pieces and woman sewing fur. Rolls of fabric piled on 
the right and parkas in various stages of completion on the left.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #399 [Rolls of fabric, some covered in plastic, stacked on metal 
shelves. Different view from 2002/131 #393.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #400 [Rolls of fabric covered in plastic bags stacked on the floor.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #401 [Rolls of fabric used in making parkas and anoraks.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #402 [New (?) production room with three men standing in the back 
of the room.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #403 [Woman standing behind desk at office reception (?).]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #404 [Three computers and drafting table in office.]
  -  198-.
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Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #405 [Shipping and receiving work bench with supplies. Filing 
cabinet with sign:] Shipping and Receiving
  -  198-.

2002/131 #406 [Possibly a machine that attaches tags to products called:] 
Atom
  -  198-.

2002/131 #407 [Flattened cardboard used in shipping products.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #408 [Woman standing by counter and microwave in possibly the 
staff room. Tables and chairs in foreground.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #409 Vicky Coad digitizes a pattern to be utilized on the computer. 
[caption from Women at Work, Supplement to the Whitehorse 
Star, Wednesday, April 8, 1987 page 8-9.]
  -  Apr 1987.

2002/131 #410 Dorothy Genier holds up a hand-embroidered mitt in the Parka 
Factory. [caption from Women at Work, Supplement to the 
Whitehorse Star, Wednesday, April 8, 1987 page 8-9.]
  -  Apr 1987.

2002/131 #411 Barb Allen and Helen Jakesta price and mark handicrafts to be 
sold in the Yukon Native Products store.
Barb Allen and Helen Jakesta price and mark handicrafts to be 
sold in the Yukon Native Products store. [caption from Women 
at Work, Supplement to the Whitehorse Star, Wednesday, 
April 8, 1987 page 8-9.]  -  Apr 1987.

2002/131 #412 Jackie Worrell, Assistant General Manager Trainee, advises 
one of the Accounting staff, Mary Ann Bourque.
Jackie Worrell, Assistant General Manager Trainee, advises 
one of the Accounting staff, Mary Ann Bourque. [caption from 
Women at Work, Supplement to the Whitehorse Star, 
Wednesday, April 8, 1987 page 8-9.]  -  Apr 1987.
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Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #413 Lois Taylor admires a caribou tufted picture with a customer in 
the Yukon Native Products store. [caption from Women at 
Work, Supplement to the Whitehorse Star, Wednesday, April 
8, 1987 page 8-9.]
  -  Apr 1987.

2002/131 #414 Louise Jackson displays the finished product, a "Yukon 
Parka", in the Production Centre. [caption from Women at 
Work, Supplement to the Whitehorse Star, Wednesday, April 
8, 1987 page 8-9.]
  -  Apr 1987.

2002/131 #415 [View of Production Centre from an office sitting up above the 
main floor. A woman is working at the desk and several 
women at sewing machines on the main floor.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #416 [Many racks of completed parkas in Production Centre. One 
woman standing behind sewing machine.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #417 [Woman on phone sitting at office desk.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #418 The Yukon Parka Factory
The new Parka Factory, expanded in 1982 to meet the 
increased demand, is a creative centre where production 
seamstresses are an integral part of the development of 
authentic design features of the Yukon Parka. [View of sewing 
stations and racks of completed and partially completed 
parkas.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #419 [Close-up of woman sewing parka with dog appliqué. Parka 
pieces are hanging on rack in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #420 [Two women working on Gerber cutter in Production Centre.]
  -  198-.
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Production Centre

PHO 656

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #421 [Different view of two women working on Gerber cutter in 
Production Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #422 [Close-up over top the Gerber cutter in Production Centre.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #423 [Ed Broadbent, former leader of the national New Democratic 
Party, shaking hands with a seamstress in the Production 
Centre.]
[Ed Broadbent, former leader of the national New Democratic 
Party, shaking hands with a seamstress in the Production 
Centre. Audrey McLaughlin, former leader of the Yukon New 
Democratic Party is standing beside Ed.]
[On verso:] Compliments of Audrey McLaughlin, M.P.  -  198-.

2002/131 #424 [A group of people looking at the Gerber cutter in the 
Production Centre. Ed Broadbent is in the middle and Audrey 
McLaughlin is on the right.]
[On verso:] Compliments of Audrey McLaughlin, M.P.  -  198-.

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #559 [Three people posing in office L-R: Unidentified man, 
unidentified woman, and Tony Gonda.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #560 [Tanya Taylor sitting in front of window.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #561 [Bev Chambers sitting in front of window. Tanya Taylor from 
2002/131 #560 is visible to the left.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #890 [Woman using a lint brush on a pink parka in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

5
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #891 [Bessie Lennie sewing a blue parka shell in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

7

2002/131 #892 [Bessie Lennie sewing a blue parka shell in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

8

2002/131 #893 [Bessie Lennie sewing a blue parka shell in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

9

2002/131 #894 [Bessie Lennie sewing a blue parka shell with moose appliqué 
in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

11

2002/131 #895 [Woman sewing red trim on light blue shell fabric in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

13

2002/131 #896 [Woman sewing red trim on light blue shell fabric in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

15

2002/131 #897 [Woman sewing red trim on light blue shell fabric in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

17

2002/131 #898 [Close-up of red trim being sewn on light blue shell fabric in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

18

2002/131 #899 [Woman ironing blue parka shell with fish appliqué in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

25

2002/131 #900 [Woman cutting yellow fabric pattern pieces with machine in 
the production centre.]
  -  1984.

27
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2002/131 #901 [Woman cutting yellow fabric pattern pieces with machine in 
the production centre.]
  -  1984.

29

2002/131 #902 [Woman cutting yellow fabric pattern pieces with machine in 
the production centre.]
  -  1984.

30

2002/131 #903 [Close-up of yellow fabric pattern piece being cut by machine 
in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

31

2002/131 #904 [Woman drawing pattern on paper in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

33

2002/131 #905 [Woman sewing fur trim on blue duffle parka in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

30

2002/131 #906 [Woman sewing fur trim pieces together in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

31

2002/131 #907 [Woman sewing fur trim pieces together in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

32

2002/131 #908 [Close-up of hands marking fur trim pieces in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

33

2002/131 #909 [Woman sewing patterns on duffle mittens in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

35

2002/131 #910 [Woman sewing patterns on duffle mittens in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

36

2002/131 #911 [Woman sewing fur trim on duffle parkas in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

26
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Production Centre
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #912 [L-R: Linda Talbot and unidentified woman fitting paper pattern 
onto fabric in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

28

2002/131 #913 [L-R: Unidentified woman and Linda Talbot fitting paper pattern 
onto fabric in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

29

2002/131 #914 [Woman standing beside cutting table with yellow fabric in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

30

2002/131 #915 [Woman sewing fur trim in the production centre.]
  -  1984.

32

2002/131 #916 [Close-up of fur trim being sewn on blue parka in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

33

2002/131 #917 [Close-up of fur trim being sewn on blue parka in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

34

2002/131 #918 [Mary Broeren sewing fur trim being on blue parka in the 
production centre.]
  -  1984.

37

2002/131 #919 Parka factory cutting table, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Yellow fabric on cutting table in the background and in the 
foreground a woman sewing satin lining into a duffle parka in 
the production centre.]  -  1984.

31

2002/131 #920 [Woman cutting white fabric with machine in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

28

2002/131 #921 [Woman cutting white fabric with machine in the production 
centre.]
  -  1984.

29

2002/131 #922 Mary Broeren sewing fur on duffle.
  -  1984.

38
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2002/131 #923 Making of Patterns
[Woman drawing patterns onto paper in the production 
centre.]  -  1984.

32

2002/131 #924 Bessie Lennie competing parka shell.
  -  1984.

10

2002/131 #925 Final pressing of parka shells.
[Woman ironing parka shells in production centre.]  -  1984.

23

2002/131 #926 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Joyce Douville plotting patterns (?) for cutting machine in 
production centre.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

13

2002/131 #927 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman sitting at computer terminal in production centre?]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #928 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman sitting at different computer terminal in production 
centre?]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #929 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Joyce Douville standing at cutting machine control panel in 
production centre.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #930 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman standing beside cutting machine in production 
centre.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #931 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman sewing parka pieces in production centre.]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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Production Centre

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #932 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman sewing parka pieces in production centre.]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #933 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Several women sewing in the production centre.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #945 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Same woman as in 2002/131 #944 standing beside pile of cut 
pattern pieces in production centre.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #969 [Roberta (Bobbie) Smith sitting in an office with bookshelf in 
background.]
  -  Sep 1981.

Retail Stores

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1215 [Woman wearing green parka and man wearing embroidered 
jacket posing in front of log wall.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1216 [Woman wearing green parka and man wearing embroidered 
jacket posing in front of log wall.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1217 [Woman wearing green parka and man wearing embroidered 
jacket posing in front of log building with sign:] Alaska Native 
Arts & Crafts, Center of Fairbanks
  -  198-.
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Retail Stores

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1218 Exterior view of store undergoing construction in The Bentley 
Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly the location of the Alaskan 
dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1219 Exterior view of store undergoing construction in The Bentley 
Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska.  Possibly the location of the Alaskan 
dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1220 [Interior view of retail store in log building showing products - 
possibly the Alaska Native Arts & Crafts store in photo 
2002/131 #1217.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1221 [Interior view of retail store in log building showing products 
including parkas - possibly the Alaska Native Arts & Crafts 
store in photo 2002/131#1217.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1222 Exterior view of retail store undergoing construction in The 
Bentley Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly the location of the 
Alaskan dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1223 Exterior view of The Bentley Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly 
the location of the Alaskan dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1224 Exterior view of The Bentley Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly 
the location of the Alaskan dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1225 [Fred Meyer store possibly in The Bentley Mall, Fairbanks, 
Alaska.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1226 Outside of retail store undergoing construction in The Bentley 
Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly the location of the Alaskan 
dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.
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Retail Stores

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1227 Outside of retail store undergoing construction in The Bentley 
Mall, Fairbanks, Alaska. Possibly the location of the Alaskan 
dealer for Yukon Native Products.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1228 Ron Chambers and possibly Bob from the Canadian Executive 
Service Overseas sitting in chairs in an office.
[Similar to 2002/131 # 268.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #1229 L-R: Rose Skookum and Kathy Birckel working at the cash 
desk in the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1230 Paul Birckel and Cliff Geddes talking in the Yukon Native 
Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1231 Possibly Bob from the Canadian Executive Service Overseas 
and Rosalie Washington talking in the Yukon Native Products 
store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1232 Ron Chambers, Director of Economic Development at 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and 
Harry Allen in the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth Ave. 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1233 Maxine Grant standing in front of artwork in the Yukon Native 
Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1234 [Two women trying on fur hats in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1307 [Several display shelves with beaded slippers and other 
artwork at the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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Retail Stores

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1308 [Several display shelves with various types of furs at the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1309 [Customers at checkout in the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1310 [Customers at checkout in the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1311 [Display shelves with birch bark containers and other artwork 
in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #425 Yukon Native Products [Words on sign on green siding.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #426 [View of Yukon Native Products store in mall on Fourth 
Avenue, Whitehorse, Yukon. Sign in 2002/131 #425 visible on 
green siding.]
[Many cars and trucks in parking lot and store on left of Yukon 
Native Products reads:] Lubbock Valley Flowers  -  198-.

2002/131 #427 [Customers paying for products in Yukon Native Products retail 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon. Wooden shelves with leather 
products on display in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #428 [Fur pelts from various animals on wall displays in Yukon 
Native Products retail store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #429 [Yukon Native Products in Whitehorse, Yukon with three 
wooden book shelves displaying leather slippers. A wooden 
rocking horse is visible in background.]
  -  198-.
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Retail Stores

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #430 [Yukon Native Products retail store in Whitehorse, Yukon with 
one wooden book shelf displaying leather slippers and caribou 
tufting.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #431 [Long view of Yukon Native Products retail store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon showing many products displayed.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #432 [Room behind old Yukon Native Products retail store which is 
visible through doorway in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #433 [Yukon Native Products retail store after renovation (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon with Kathy Birckel on left and another 
woman behind display case. Many parkas hanging on racks.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #434 [Yukon Native Products retail store after renovation (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon with Rosalie Washington (?) behind display 
case.]
[Yukon Native Products retail store after renovation (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon with Rosalie Washington (?) behind display 
case. Many parkas hanging on racks and another room visible 
in back with other products.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #435 [Another view of Yukon Native Products retail store after 
renovation (?) in Whitehorse, Yukon. Display cases and 
parkas hanging on racks are visible.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #436 [Woman wearing fur coat standing at cash register and staff 
person, possibly Rosalie Washington helping her in Yukon 
Native Products retail store after renovation (?) in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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Retail Stores

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #437 [Jewelery display case in Yukon Native Products retail store 
after renovation (?) in Whitehorse, Yukon with sign on display 
case:] Turquoise Jewelry 10% off sale.
[Jewelery display case in Yukon Native Products retail store 
after renovation (?) in Whitehorse, Yukon with sign on display 
case:] Turquoise Jewelry 10% off sale. [Other products visible 
in background.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #438 [Close-up of parkas hanging on racks in Yukon Native 
Products retail store after renovation (?) in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #439 [Parkas and capes hanging on racks, Cowichan sweaters and 
hats, and leather mittens in Yukon Native Products retail store 
after renovation (?) in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #440 [Parkas, beaded baby belts and masks hanging on racks and 
wall in the Yukon Native Products retail store after renovation 
(?) in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #441 [Parkas, leather slippers, dolls and other art in a retail store - 
not the Yukon Native Products retail store (?) in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #442 [Dawson Native Products retail store (?) in Dawson City, 
Yukon with fur products and Yukon Parkas on display.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #443 [Debbie Nagano (nee Kormendy) standing in front of display of 
leather slippers in Dawson Native Products retail store (?) in 
Dawson City, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #444 [Close-up of Debbie Nagano (nee Kormendy) standing in front 
of display of leather slippers in Dawson Native Products retail 
store (?) in Dawson City, Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #445 [Three First Nations women wearing leather dresses in retail 
store of unidentified location. Sign on wall reads:] Yukon 
Native Products (Tena Marketing)
  -  198-.

2002/131 #446 [Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska storefront on the right and 
mall hallway with other storefronts visible and escalator.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #447 [Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska storefront taken from the 
doorway and showing products on display inside.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #448 [Yukon Parkas and leather slippers and mukluks on display 
inside the Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #449 [Pink Yukon Parkas and bear rug hanging on walls with corner 
mirror and couch inside the Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska 
retail store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #450 [Long row of Yukon Parkas hanging on racks, carved totem 
poles and Cowichan sweater also on display inside the 
Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #451 [Tony Gonda standing behind display and cash counter inside 
the Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store. Products 
visible in display shelf in the foreground and on the wall in the 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #452 [Photograph taken from near entrance showing all products in 
Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #453 [Photograph taken from behind counter showing most of the 
products in Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #454 [A woman and man standing behind the counter in Heritage 
North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #455 [Close-up of bookshelf displaying products]
[Close-up of bookshelf displaying products including fur and 
duffle mittens, Eskimo dolls, ulu knives, antler art, woven grass 
baskets and caribou tufting art in Heritage North, Anchorage, 
Alaska retail store.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #456 [Products in Heritage North, Anchorage, Alaska retail store. 
Photograph taken from near entrance of store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #849 [Log building with sign:] Indian Handicraft Shop
  -  198-.

F-31 or F-32

2002/131 #850 [Retail store display with beaded hair holders and sticks.]
  -  1977.

3

2002/131 #851 [Retail store display with beaded necklaces on a wall.]
  -  1977.

19

2002/131 #852 [Retail store display with beaded necklaces and belts on a wall.]
  -  1977.

21

2002/131 #853 [Retail store display with beads, leather, fur and other crafting 
supplies.]
  -  1977.

24

2002/131 #854 [Retail store display with beads, leather, fur and other crafting 
supplies.]
  -  1977.

25

2002/131 #855 [Retail store display with beaded slippers, mukluks, necklaces, 
and dolls on shelves.]
  -  1977.

27

2002/131 #856 [Retail store display of beaded necklaces and other jewellery.]
[Long view photograph of 2002/131 #851 and #852.]  -  1977.

28
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #857 [Retail store display of beaded necklaces and other jewelry 
with a woman standing behind the counter.]
[Similar to 2002/131 #856.]  -  1977.

29

2002/131 #858 [Woman sitting at desk writing on paper.]
  -  1977.

30

2002/131 #859 [Woman standing in front of shelves with leather slipper and 
fur hats.]
  -  1977.

32

2002/131 #860 [Retail store with long shelves holding leather and fur products.]
  -  1977.

33

2002/131 #861 [Retail store with shelves holding leather and fur products and 
purses and clothing hanging on wall.]
  -  1977.

34

2002/131 #862 [Woman standing in front of shelves holding leather and fur 
products including dolls, hair holders and slippers.]
  -  1977.

35

2002/131 #863 [Retail store with shelves holding leather and fur products 
including dolls and slippers.]
  -  1977.

36

2002/131 #864 [Retail store with shelves in window displaying leather and fur 
slippers. Baskets on floor also holding products.]
  -  1977.

37

2002/131 #865 [Retail store with beaded products hanging on wall behind 
counter.]
  -  1977.

38

2002/131 #866 [Two women in Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon displaying parkas and Cowichan sweaters. One woman 
is wearing a red parka.]
  -  198-.

2

2002/131 #867 [Woman wearing a red parka looking in a mirror in Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

7
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2002/131 #868 [Two women looking at parkas in Yukon Native Products store 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

13

2002/131 #869 [One woman trying on a blue parka while the other woman 
assists in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.

14

2002/131 #870 [Woman wearing blue parka in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

19

2002/131 #871 [Three women wearing parkas in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

22

2002/131 #872 [One woman wearing red parka and another woman helping 
her in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

24

2002/131 #873 [Three women wearing parkas in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

25

2002/131 #874 [Two women wearing parkas and holding mittens in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

32

2002/131 #875 [Woman wearing grey parka and holding white fur mittens in 
the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

35

2002/131 #876 [Wooden rocking horse, parkas, paintings and other products 
on display in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  1983.

15
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2002/131 #877 [Wooden masks, carvings, paintings and other products on 
display in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  1983.

16

2002/131 #878 [Leather mukluks and slippers and Cowichan wool sweaters 
and hats on display in the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

17

2002/131 #879 [Leather mukluks and slippers, Cowichan wool sweaters and 
hats and parkas on display in the Yukon Native Products store 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

19

2002/131 #880 [Leather slippers and art cards on display in the Yukon Native 
Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

20

2002/131 #881 [Parkas and fur hats on display in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

22

2002/131 #882 [Beaded jackets and leather slippers on display in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

23

2002/131 #883 [Leather and duffle mittens and parkas on display in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

24

2002/131 #884 [Parkas and Cowichan wool sweaters on display in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

25

2002/131 #885 [Two customers at the cashier's display and one employee 
boxing a product in the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

26
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2002/131 #886 [Woman wearing a purple parka in front of other products 
including fur hanging on wall in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

27

2002/131 #887 [Paul Birckel (?) handing a parka to a man wearing a suit in the 
Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

18

2002/131 #888 [Paul Birckel (?) shaking hands with man wearing a suit and 
holding the parka in the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

20

2002/131 #889 [Paul Birckel (?) holding an envelope and shaking hands with 
man wearing a suit and parka in the Yukon Native Products 
store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

22

2002/131 #934 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman holding a red parka in the Yukon Native Products 
store, Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #935 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman helping another woman try on a pink flowered Mother 
Hubbard parka in the Yukon Native Products store, 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #936 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman helping another woman try on a pink flowered Mother 
Hubbard parka in the Yukon Native Products store, 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.
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2002/131 #937 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Exterior view of Yukon Native Products store, Whitehorse, 
Yukon with a woman wearing a parka outside store sign.]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #938 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Exterior view of the Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon and a carved sign with wolf in the parking 
lot.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #939 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[View of Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon 
from across Fourth Avenue. Cars are parked in parking lot out 
front.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #940 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Exterior view of Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon from Fourth Avenue.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: 
Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #941 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman zipping up parka in Yukon Native Products store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #942 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman helping another woman try on a fur coat in Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #943 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman helping another woman try on a fur coat in Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #944 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman holding a young girl wearing a Mother Hubbard 
parka.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

Fashion Shoots

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1095 [Woman wearing parka and mukluks chasing a girl wearing a 
Cowichan sweater and mukluks in a clearing in the forest. 
Similar view to #1096.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1096 [Woman wearing parka and mukluks chasing a girl wearing a 
Cowichan sweater and mukluks in a clearing in the forest. 
Similar view to #1095.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1097 [Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks and a man seated wearing a leather fringe jacket and 
mukluks in the forest.]
[Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks and a man seated wearing a leather fringe jacket and 
mukluks in the forest. Similar view to #1098.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1098 [Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks and a man seated wearing a leather fringe jacket and 
mukluks in the forest.]
[Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks and a man seated wearing a leather fringe jacket and 
mukluks in the forest. Similar view to #1097.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #1099 [Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
and a man wearing a leather fringe jacket and mukluks 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks in the forest.]
[Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
and a man wearing a leather fringe jacket and mukluks 
standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan sweater and 
mukluks in the forest. Similar view to #1100.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #1100 [Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
(fireweed design) and a man wearing a leather fringe jacket 
and mukluks standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan 
sweater and mukluks.]
[Woman wearing leather fringe dress embroidered with flowers 
(fireweed design) and a man wearing a leather fringe jacket 
and mukluks standing behind a girl wearing a Cowichan 
sweater and mukluks in the forest. Similar view to #1099.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #1101 Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué standing 
on the bridge to, possibly, Kishwoot Island.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1102 Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué standing 
on the bridge to, possibly, Kishwoot Island.
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1103 [Head shot of Bev Chambers wearing a parka standing beside 
a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1104 [Head shot of Bev Chambers wearing a parka standing beside 
a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1105 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué standing 
beside some aspen trees.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1106 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka leaning on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1107 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka leaning on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1108 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka leaning on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1109 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka leaning on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1110 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué leaning 
on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1111 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué leaning 
on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1112 [Head shot of Bev Chambers wearing a fur trimmed parka 
hood.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1113 [Head shot of Bev Chambers wearing a fur trimmed parka 
hood.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1114 [Head shot of Bev Chambers wearing a fur trimmed parka 
hood.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1115 [Bev Chambers wearing a parka with a dog appliqué leaning 
on a tree.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1116 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka with hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1117 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka with hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1118 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka with hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1119 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka with hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1120 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1121 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1122 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1123 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka sitting on a bench.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1124 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka sitting on a bench.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1125 [Bev Chambers wearing a short fur parka sitting on a bench.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1126 [Donna Chambers wearing a parka with hood up in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1127 [Donna Chambers wearing a parka with hood down in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1128 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing with camera on 
tripod beside Donna Chambers wearing a parka in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1129 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing with a camera on 
tripod beside Donna Chambers wearing a parka in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1130 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing with a camera on 
tripod beside Donna Chambers wearing a parka in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1131 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing behind a camera 
on tripod.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1132 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing with a camera on 
tripod beside Donna Chambers wearing a parka in front of 
cabin.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1133 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing behind a camera 
on tripod.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1134 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing behind a camera 
on tripod.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1135 [Brenda Chambers wearing a parka posing behind a camera 
on tripod.]
  -  2 Apr 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1136 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog sled appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1137 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog sled appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1138 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog sled appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1139 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog sled appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1140 [Head shot of woman wearing an anorak jacket.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1141 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1142 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1143 [Woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1144 [Back view of woman wearing an anorak jacket with dog 
appliqué.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1145 [Two women wearing anorak jackets and one woman wearing 
a vest.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1146 [Two women wearing anorak jackets and one woman wearing 
a vest.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1147 [Back view of two women wearing anorak jackets and one 
woman wearing a vest walking towards open doors in building.]
  -  1988.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1148 [Two women wearing parkas walking on ridge overlooking river 
valley.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1149 [Three women wearing parkas posing on ridge overlooking 
river valley.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].
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2002/131 #1150 [Three women wearing parkas posing on ridge overlooking 
river valley.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1151 [Two women wearing fur parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1152 [Two women wearing fur parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1153 [Three women wearing fur and duffle parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1154 [Three women wearing fur and duffle parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1155 [Three women wearing fur and duffle parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1156 [Two women wearing parkas walking on ridge overlooking river 
valley.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1157 [Two women wearing parkas walking on ridge overlooking river 
valley.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1158 [Two women wearing fur parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1159 [Two women wearing fur parkas posing in forest.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1160 [Head shot of one woman wearing fur parka with hood on.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1161 [Head shot of one woman wearing fur parka with hood on.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].

2002/131 #1162 [Head shot of one woman wearing fur parka with hood on.]
  -  6 Nov 1979.  -  Photographer: [Jan Harvey?].
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2002/131 #1163 [Two people wearing Cowichan sweaters and hats and 
mukluks standing on the bluffs overlooking Whitehorse?]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1164 [Two people wearing Cowichan sweaters and hats and 
mukluks standing on the bluffs overlooking Whitehorse?]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1165 [Two people wearing Cowichan sweaters and hats and 
mukluks standing on a hill.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1166 [Two people wearing Cowichan sweaters and hats and 
mukluks standing on a hill.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1167 One woman and one child, possibly Elda Ward and her 
daughter, wearing parkas and mukluks standing on a hill 
overlooking Lake Laberge with mountains in the background.
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1168 One woman and one child, possibly Elda Ward and her 
daughter, wearing parkas and mukluks standing on a hill 
overlooking Lake Laberge with mountains in the background.
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1169 One woman and one child, possibly Elda Ward and her 
daughter, wearing parkas and mukluks standing on a hill 
overlooking Lake Laberge with mountains in the background.
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1170 One woman and one child, possibly Elda Ward and her 
daughter, wearing parkas and mukluks standing on a hill 
overlooking Lake Laberge with mountains in the background.
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1171 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt with "Yukon" on front standing 
beside blueberry (?) bush near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.
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2002/131 #1172 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt with "Yukon" on front standing 
beside blueberry (?) bush near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1173 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt with "Yukon" on front standing 
beside blueberry (?) bush near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1174 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt with "Yukon" on front standing 
beside blueberry (?) bush near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1175 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt, duffle vest and fur hat sitting 
beside child wearing same including fur/duffle mittens sitting 
on rock near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1176 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt, duffle vest and fur hat sitting 
beside child wearing same including fur/duffle mittens sitting 
on rock near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1177 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt, duffle vest and fur hat sitting 
beside child wearing same including fur/duffle mittens sitting 
on rock near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1178 [Toddler wearing sweatshirt, duffle vest and fur hat sitting 
beside child wearing same including fur/duffle mittens sitting 
on rock near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1179 [Child sitting on a rock overlooking Lake Laberge wearing 
Cowichan sweater and toque.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1180 [Two children sitting on a rock overlooking Lake Laberge 
wearing Cowichan sweaters and toques.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.
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2002/131 #1181 [Two children sitting on a rock overlooking Lake Laberge 
wearing Cowichan sweaters and toques. One child is possibly 
Elda Ward's daughter.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1182 Elda Ward's daughter standing on a rock overlooking Lake 
Laberge wearing Cowichan vest toque and socks.
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1183 [Child kneeling on a rock wearing a fur hat, vest and mitts, 
possibly beside Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1184 [Two children kneeling on a rock wearing a fur hats, vests and 
mitts, possibly beside Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1185 [Two children kneeling on a rock wearing a fur hats, vests and 
mitts, possibly beside Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1186 [Two children kneeling on a rock wearing a fur hats, vests and 
mitts, possibly beside Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1187 [Child wearing Mother Hubbard parka standing in front of 
rocks, possibly near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1188 [Child wearing Mother Hubbard parka standing in front of 
rocks, possibly near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1189 [Two children wearing Mother Hubbard parkas standing in 
front of rocks, possibly near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1190 [Two children wearing Mother Hubbard parkas standing in 
front of rocks, possibly near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.
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2002/131 #1191 [Child wearing parka with hood on sitting on rocks, possibly 
near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1192 [Child wearing parka with hood on sitting on rocks, possibly 
near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1193 [Head shot of child wearing parka sitting on rocks, possibly 
near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1194 [Two children wearing parkas with kite flying overhead, 
possibly near Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1195 [Two children wearing parkas leaning on rocks, possibly near 
Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1196 [Two children wearing parkas leaning on rocks, possibly near 
Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1197 [One child wearing a parka leaning on rocks, possibly near 
Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1198 [One child wearing a parka leaning on rocks, possibly near 
Lake Laberge.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward and Cecile Girard.

2002/131 #1199 [Two children wearing red and white parkas on hill, possibly 
overlooking Lake Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1200 [Two children wearing red and white parkas on hill, possibly 
overlooking Lake Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1201 [Two children wearing red and white parkas on hill, possibly 
overlooking Lake Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1202 [Two children wearing red and white parkas on hill, possibly 
overlooking Lake Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1203 [Child wearing red parka on hill, possibly overlooking Lake 
Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1204 [Child wearing red parka on hill, possibly overlooking Lake 
Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1205 [Child wearing red parka on hill, possibly overlooking Lake 
Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1206 [Child wearing red parka on hill, possibly overlooking Lake 
Laberge.]
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1207 Cecile Girard wearing a pink parka in front of trees.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1208 Cecile Girard wearing a pink parka in front of trees.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1209 Cecile Girard wearing a pink parka in front of trees.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1210 Cecile Girard wearing pink parka and three children wearing 
green, red and white parkas posing in front of trees.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1211 Cecile Girard wearing pink parka and three children wearing 
green, red and white parkas posing on hill overlooking 
Schwatka Lake with Golden Horn mountain in background.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1212 Cecile Girard wearing pink parka and three children wearing 
green, red and white parkas posing on hill overlooking 
Schwatka Lake with Golden Horn Mountain in background.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1213 Cecile Girard wearing pink parka and three children wearing 
green, red and white parkas posing on hill overlooking 
Schwatka Lake.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1214 Cecile Girard wearing pink parka and three children wearing 
green, red and white parkas posing on hill overlooking 
Schwatka Lake.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1399 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with Helen 
Jakesta and unidentified man wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1400 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with Helen 
Jakesta and unidentified man wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1401 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with Helen 
Jakesta and unidentified man wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1402 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
Helen Jakesta, unidentified man and unidentified woman 
wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1403 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1404 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1405 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1406 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1407 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1408 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
Similar to 2002/131 #457 and #458.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1409 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified woman wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1410 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified woman wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1411 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1412 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1413 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, Helen Jakesta and 
unidentified man wearing anoraks.  Yukon River is visible in 
the background.
  -  198-.
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1414 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, Helen Jakesta and 
unidentified man wearing anoraks.  Yukon River is visible in 
the background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1415 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, Helen Jakesta and 
unidentified man wearing anoraks.  Yukon River is visible in 
the background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1416 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, Helen Jakesta and 
unidentified man wearing anoraks.  Yukon River is visible in 
the background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1417 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1418 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1419 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man and woman wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1420 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with 
unidentified man and woman wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1421 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with Helen 
Jakesta wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1422 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with Helen 
Jakesta wearing an anorak.
  -  198-.
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Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1423 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, and Helen Jakesta 
wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1424 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man, unidentified woman, and Helen Jakesta 
wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #457 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #458 Fashion shoot on S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse, YT with L-R: 
unidentified man and Helen Jakesta wearing anoraks.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #459 [Fashion shoot with two women and a man wearing red, navy 
and light blue parkas with moose, wolf and bear appliqués. 
Photo taken in fall with yellow leaves on poplar trees.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #460 [Fashion shoot with a man wearing navy parka with wolf 
appliqué and woman wearing dark pink parka with wolf 
appliqué on shell and flower appliqué on duffle.]
[Same man and one woman as in 2002/131 #459.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #461 [Close-up of First Nations woman wearing pink parka and pink 
duffle mittens with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
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Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
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Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #462 [First Nations woman wearing pink parka with moose appliqué 
and pink duffle mittens with flower appliqué standing in snow 
with young child wearing wine coloured parka and fur mittens 
and hat.]
[Forest in background. Same woman as in 2002/131 #461.]  -  
198-.

2002/131 #463 Possibly Helen Jakesta modelling pink parka and pink duffle 
mittens with flower appliqué holding young child wearing wine 
coloured parka and fur mittens and hat on her shoulders.
Possibly Helen Jakesta modelling pink parka and pink duffle 
mittens with flower appliqué holding young child wearing wine 
coloured parka and fur mittens and hat on her shoulders. 
Crowd of people visible in background.
[Forest in background. Same woman as in 2002/131 #461 and 
woman and child as in 2002/131 #462.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #464 [First Nations young child wearing wine coloured parka with 
dog appliqué and white fur mittens, hat and mukluks.]
[Same child as in 2002/131 #462 and #463]  -  198-.

2002/131 #465 [Woman modelling pink parka with salmon appliqué, pink 
duffle mittens and mukluks with flower appliqué and fur.]
[Model is standing in snow leaning against poplar tree with 
sunset in background.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #466 [Two women modelling blue and pink parkas. Woman on right 
is possibly Brenda Chambers. Trees visible in background.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: [Richard Hartmier?].

2002/131 #467 [Woman modelling red parka duffle with flower appliqué and 
duffle mittens standing in snow.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #468 [Woman, possibly Brenda Chambers, modelling green parka 
with dog appliqué outdoors in snow.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: [Richard Hartmier?].
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #469 [Close-up of woman, possibly Brenda Chambers, modelling 
green parka in front of pine tree.]
[Portrait taken from 2002/131 #468.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: 
[Richard Hartmier?].

2002/131 #470 [Three women and Keith Wolf Smarch modelling anoraks on 
scree rock with mountain in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #471 [Woman modelling leather fringe dress and Keith Wolf Smarch 
modelling leather fringe jacket in front of rock cliff.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #472 [Unidentified woman modelling white leather fringe dress and 
Keith Wolf Smarch modelling leather fringe jacket with a 
carved totem pole on the sand dunes at Carcross, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #473 [Keith Wolf Smarch modelling leather fringe jacket and fur 
mukluks with wolf pelt draped over his shoulder in front of rock 
cliff.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #474 [Brenda Chambers modelling a white fur hat and coat.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #475 [Two women modelling white parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and blue parka shell with moose appliqué on snow covered 
deck with snow on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

1

2002/131 #476 [Two women modelling white parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and blue parka shell with moose appliqué on snow covered 
deck with snow on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

2
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #477 [Two women modelling white parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and blue parka shell with moose appliqué on snow covered 
deck with snow on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

3

2002/131 #478 [Two women modelling white parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and blue parka shell with moose appliqué on snow covered 
deck with snow on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

4

2002/131 #479 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

5

2002/131 #480 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

6

2002/131 #481 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

7
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #482 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

8

2002/131 #483 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

9

2002/131 #484 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

10

2002/131 #485 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

11

2002/131 #486 [Two women modelling red parka with dog appliqué and blue 
parka with moose appliqué on snow covered deck with snow 
on spruce trees in background.]
[Possibly in Vancouver, BC area. Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 
155 Water Street Vancouver, V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  
Photographer: Philip Hersee.

12
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #487 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

1

2002/131 #488 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

2

2002/131 #489 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

3

2002/131 #490 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

4

2002/131 #491 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

5

2002/131 #492 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

6
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #493 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

7

2002/131 #494 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

8

2002/131 #495 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

9

2002/131 #496 [Two women modelling light blue parka with salmon appliqué 
and pink parka with moose or caribou appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

10

2002/131 #497 [Two women modelling blue parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and pink parka duffle with flower appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

11

2002/131 #498 [Two women modelling blue parka duffle with flower appliqué 
and pink parka duffle with flower appliqué in Gastown, 
Vancouver, BC.]
[Stamp on verso:] Phil Hersee 155 Water Street Vancouver, 
V6B 1A7 687-2921  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Philip Hersee.

12
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #499 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #500 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

83-46-R12

2002/131 #501 [Two women modelling light blue and grey parkas standing on 
back of White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #502 [Woman modelling light blue parka standing on back of White 
Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  198-.

83-46-R12

2002/131 #503 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

83-46-R12

2002/131 #504 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #505 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

83-46-R12

2002/131 #506 [Two women modelling light blue and grey parkas standing on 
back of White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #507 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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acc#

Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
Descriptive Database at www.yukonarchives.ca

Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #508 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape leaning against log cabin 
with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin [located at MacBride 
Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #509 [Woman modelling a grey duffle cape with hood on leaning 
against log cabin with sign:] Sam McGee Original Cabin 
[located at MacBride Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #510 [Two women modelling light blue and grey parkas standing on 
back of White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #511 [Woman modelling light blue parka with dog appliqué and 
darker blue duffle underneath on the back of a White Pass and 
Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R3

2002/131 #512 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R3

2002/131 #513 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #514 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #515 [Woman modelling light blue parka with dog appliqué and 
darker blue duffle underneath on the back of a White Pass and 
Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #516 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.
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Caption information taken from photographs or albums when available and from 
YIACC employees and/or craftspeople. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

Further details about these photographs are available in the Yukon Archives 
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Fashion Shoots

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #517 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R3

2002/131 #518 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R3

2002/131 #519 [Woman modelling light blue parka with dog appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #520 [Woman modelling light blue parka with dog appliqué and dark 
blue duffle underneath on the back of a White Pass and Yukon 
Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #521 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #522 [Woman modelling brown duffle with flower appliqué on the 
back of a White Pass and Yukon Route train car.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #523 [Man modelling Cowichan sweater and toque in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #524 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R11

2002/131 #525 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R11

2002/131 #526 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué and red duffle 
underneath in front of log building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R11
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2002/131 #527 [Man modelling Cowichan sweater and toque in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R11

2002/131 #528 [Man modelling Cowichan sweater and toque in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #529 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #530 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué with red duffle 
in front of log building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #531 [Man modelling Cowichan sweater and toque in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #532 [Man modelling Cowichan sweater and toque in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #533 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #534 [Woman modelling pink parka with dog appliqué and red duffle 
underneath in front of log building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #535 [Man modelling white jacket and duffle/fur mitts in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #536 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R2
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2002/131 #537 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R2

2002/131 #538 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #539 [Man modelling white jacket holding duffle/fur mitts in front of 
log building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R2

2002/131 #540 [Man modelling white jacket holding duffle/fur mitts in front of 
log building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #541 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #542 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R2

2002/131 #543 [Man modelling white jacket holding duffle/fur mitts in front of 
log building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #544 [Man modelling white jacket holding duffle/fur mitts in front of 
log building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #545 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #546 [Man modelling red parka with moose appliqué and woman 
modelling blue duffle with flower appliqué in front of log 
building.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #547 [Rene Bruton (?) cutting or sewing duffle in production centre.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R9

2002/131 #548 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with woman 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #549 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with woman 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #550 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with two women 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R9

2002/131 #551 [A woman visible at a sewing machine with a pile of duffle 
parkas in the foreground and spools of thread in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #552 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with a woman 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R9

2002/131 #553 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with a woman 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

83-46-R9

2002/131 #554 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with two women 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #555 [A woman visible at a sewing machine with a pile of duffle 
parkas in the foreground and spools of thread in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #556 [Rene Bruton (?) cutting or sewing fabric in production centre.]
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #557 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with a woman 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #558 [Two rows of completed parkas and duffles with two women 
looking at them in background.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #600 [Nancy Low and her daughter modelling white leather dresses 
beside Miles Canyon near Whitehorse, Yukon.]
[Similar to 82/427 #86 PHO 58.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #601 [Nancy Low and her daughter modelling white leather dresses, 
leather mukluks and slippers and hair ties sitting on rocks 
beside Miles Canyon near Whitehorse, Yukon.]
[Similar to 82/427 #86 PHO 58.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #602 [Close-up of Nancy Low holding her daughter modelling white 
leather dresses and hair ties in front of Miles Canyon near 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
[Same models as in 82/427 #86 PHO 58.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #603 [Phyllis Frost modelling red parka with moose and tree 
appliqué, leather gauntlet mittens on string and beaded 
mukluks outdoors on a hill with trees in background.]
[Similar scene to 82/427 #89 PHO 58]  -  198-.

2002/131 #604 [Phyllis Frost modelling red parka with moose and tree 
appliqué, fur mittens and beaded mukluks outdoors in forest.]
[Same photograph as 82/427 #89 PHO 58]  -  198-.

2002/131 #605 [Close-up of Phyllis Frost modelling red parka, fur and beaded 
mittens and beaded hair ties outdoors in forest.]
[Similar scene to 82/427 #89 PHO 58]  -  198-.

2002/131 #606 [Close-up of Phyllis Frost modelling red parka outdoors in 
forest.]
[Similar scene to 82/427 #89 PHO 58]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #758 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
brown background. All similar 2002/131 #758 - #761.]
  -  198-.

13

2002/131 #759 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
brown background. All similar 2002/131 #758 - #761.]
  -  198-.

14

2002/131 #760 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
brown background. All similar 2002/131 #758 - #761.]
  -  198-.

15

2002/131 #761 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
brown background. All similar 2002/131 #758 - #761.]
  -  198-.

16

2002/131 #762 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
blue background. All similar 2002/131 #762 - #766.]
  -  198-.

33

2002/131 #763 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
blue background. All similar 2002/131 #762 - #766.]
  -  198-.

34

2002/131 #764 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
blue background. All similar 2002/131 #762 - #766.]
  -  198-.

35

2002/131 #765 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
blue background. All similar 2002/131 #762 - #766.]
  -  198-.

36

2002/131 #766 [One man, one boy and one woman modelling anoraks with 
blue background. All similar 2002/131 #762 - #766.]
  -  198-.

37

2002/131 #767 [Man modelling back of blue anorak with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

27

2002/131 #768 [Man modelling side view of blue anorak with dog team 
appliqué.]
  -  198-.

28
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2002/131 #769 [Man modelling front of blue anorak with dog appliqué. Similar 
to 2002/131 #769 - #773.]
  -  198-.

21

2002/131 #770 [Man modelling front of blue anorak with dog appliqué. Similar 
to 2002/131 #769 - #773.]
  -  198-.

22

2002/131 #771 [Man modelling front of blue anorak with dog appliqué. Similar 
to 2002/131 #769 - #773.]
  -  198-.

23

2002/131 #772 [Man modelling front of blue anorak with dog appliqué. Similar 
to 2002/131 #769 - #773.]
  -  198-.

24

2002/131 #773 [Man modelling front of blue anorak with dog appliqué. Similar 
to 2002/131 #769 - #773.]
  -  198-.

25

2002/131 #774 [Two woman modelling back of short navy blue parka with 
polar bear appliqué and front of long black parka. Similar to 
2002/131 #774 - #778.]
  -  198-.

19

2002/131 #775 [Two woman modelling back of short navy blue parka with 
polar bear appliqué and front of long black parka. Similar to 
2002/131 #774 - #778.]
  -  198-.

20

2002/131 #776 [Two woman modelling back of short navy blue parka with 
polar bear appliqué and front of long black parka. Similar to 
2002/131 #774 - #778.]
  -  198-.

21

2002/131 #777 [Two woman modelling back of short navy blue parka with 
polar bear appliqué and front of long black parka. Similar to 
2002/131 #774 - #778.]
  -  198-.

22
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2002/131 #778 [Two woman modelling back of short navy blue parka with 
polar bear appliqué and front of long black parka. Similar to 
2002/131 #774 - #778.]
  -  198-.

23

2002/131 #955 Brenda Chambers wearing a red parka overlooking the Yukon 
River at Porter Creek, Yukon with autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #956 Brenda Chambers wearing a red parka and mukluks on path 
overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek, Yukon with 
autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #957 Brenda Chambers wearing a red parka and Susan (?) in beige 
parka overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek, Yukon with 
autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #958 Close-up of Susan (?) in beige parka with hood on and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #959 Close-up of Brenda Chambers wearing red parka and Susan 
(?) in beige parka overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek 
and autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #960 Close-up of Brenda Chambers wearing red parka with hood on 
and autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #961 Susan (?) wearing a beige parka overlooking the Yukon River 
at Porter Creek and autumn colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #962 Close-up of Brenda Chambers wearing hood of red parka 
overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.
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2002/131 #963 Close-up of Susan (?) wearing hood of brown parka 
overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #964 Susan (?) wearing brown parka and mukluks on path 
overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #965 View overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #966 View overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #967 View overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #968 View overlooking the Yukon River at Porter Creek and autumn 
colours on the trees.
  -  Sep 1981.  -  Photographer: Elda Ward.

2002/131 #970 [L-R: Unidentified woman in pink parka, unidentified man in red 
parka and unidentified woman in burgundy parka posing 
outdoors in snow.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #971 [Unidentified woman in burgundy parka duffle posing outdoors 
in snow.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #972 [Unidentified woman in purple parka posing outdoors in snow.]
  -  Jan 1984.
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2002/131 #973 [Unidentified woman in purple parka on back of dog sled with 
unidentified woman in pink parka sitting in dog sled outdoors in 
snow.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #974 [Unidentified woman in purple parka on back and unidentified 
woman in pink parka sitting in dog sled and man with red 
parka standing beside sled dogs outdoors in snow.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #975 [Unidentified woman in pink parka and child in burgundy parka 
standing beside trail with sled dog running in foreground.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #976 [Unidentified women in pink and purple parkas holding onto 
sled dogs. Same women as in 2002/131 #973 and #974.]
  -  Jan 1984.

2002/131 #977 [Unidentified women in pink parka leaning against tree.]
  -  Feb 1984.

2002/131 #978 [Unidentified women in light blue and red parkas and man in 
blue parka modelling outdoors with autumn colours.]
  -  Oct 1983.

32

2002/131 #979 [First Nations man modelling leather fringe jacket, fur mukluks 
and wolf pelt beside rock wall.]
  -  198-.

12

2002/131 #980 [First Nations man modelling leather fringe jacket and fur 
mukluks and woman modelling leather fringe dress beside 
rock wall.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #981 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka in front of pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #982 [Portrait of Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka in front of 
pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #983 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka and Donna 
Chambers modelling a pink parka in front of pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #984 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka in front of pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #985 [Close-up of Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka in front 
of pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #986 [Donna Chambers modelling a green parka in front of pine 
tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #987 [Close-up of Donna Chambers modelling a green parka in front 
of pine tree.]
  -  1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #988 [Brenda Chambers modelling a grey parka beside a lake on 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #989 [Brenda Chambers modelling a grey parka in front of a lake 
and snow patch on Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #990 [Brenda Chambers modelling a red parka in front of a lake and 
snow covered mountain on Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #991 [Close-up of Brenda Chambers modelling a red parka with 
hood on Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #992 [Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka in front of 
snow covered mountain on Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #993 [Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka in front of 
snow covered mountain on Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #994 [Close-up of Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka on 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #995 [Close-up of Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka on 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #996 [Brenda Chambers modelling a white fur hat and parka on 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #997 [Brenda Chambers modelling a white fur hat and parka on 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1022 [Brenda Chambers modelling a pink parka standing on a 
railway track in front of a snow covered mountain on the 
Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1023 [Brenda Chambers modelling a red parka standing on a 
railway track on the Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1024 [Brenda Chambers modelling a red parka standing on a 
railway track on the Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1025 [Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka standing on a 
railway track on the Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1026 [Brenda Chambers modelling a light blue parka in front of a 
snow covered mountain on the Montana Mountain photo shoot.]
  -  Jul 1986.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1027 Kluane Anorak [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue anorak 
jacket and Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a red vest on a 
grassy slope.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1028 Kluane Anorak [A woman modelling a light blue anorak jacket 
and Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a red vest on a grassy 
slope.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1029 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka and Donna 
Chambers modelling a pink parka standing on a frozen snow 
covered lake]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1030 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka and Donna 
Chambers modelling a pink parka standing on a frozen snow 
covered lake]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1031 [Close-up of Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka 
and green duffle mittens looking out window of small train 
engine in Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1032 [Close-up of Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka 
and green duffle mittens looking out window of small train 
engine in Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1033 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka shell with white 
duffle showing standing beside train station in Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1034 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka shell with white 
duffle showing standing beside train station in Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1035 [Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka and Brenda 
Chambers modelling a short pink parka standing in front of 
tree with snow on the ground.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1036 [Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka and Brenda 
Chambers modelling a short pink parka standing in front of 
tree with snow on the ground.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1037 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka standing at the cab 
of the steam train locomotive 'Duchess' in Carcross, Yukon]
[Mountain just visible in background. Snow on ground.]  -  Mar 
1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1038 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka standing at the cab 
of the steam train locomotive 'Duchess' in Carcross, Yukon]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1039 [Donna Chambers modelling a pink parka and Bev Chambers 
modelling a red parka standing outdoors on snow.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1040 [Bev Chambers modelling a red parka, Brenda Chambers 
modelling a blue parka, and Donna Chambers modelling a pink 
parka]
[They are standing outdoors on snow.]  -  Mar 1987.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1041 [Donna Chambers modelling a light blue parka sitting on a 
White Pass and Yukon Route horse wagon. The SS 'Tutshi' in 
Carcross, YT is visible in the background.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1042 [Donna Chambers modelling a light blue parka standing on a 
White Pass and Yukon Route horse wagon. The SS 'Tutshi' in 
Carcross, YT is visible in the background.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1043 [Donna Chambers modelling a light blue parka standing on a 
White Pass and Yukon Route horse wagon. The SS 'Tutshi' in 
Carcross, YT is visible in the background.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1044 [Donna Chambers modelling a blue parka standing on the 
wooden foot bridge in Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1045 [Donna Chambers modelling a red parka standing in front of a 
White Pass and Yukon Route horse wagon. The S.S. Tutshi in 
Carcross, YT is visible in the background.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1046 [Donna Chambers modelling a red parka standing in front of a 
White Pass and Yukon Route horse wagon. The S.S. Tutshi in 
Carcross, YT is visible in the background.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1047 [Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka standing in 
front the White Pass and Yukon Route train station in 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1048 [Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka standing in 
front the White Pass and Yukon Route train station in 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1049 [Donna Chambers modelling a teal green parka standing in 
front of the White Pass and Yukon Route train station in 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1050 [Close-up of Brenda Chambers modelling a pink parka with 
hood on.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1051 [Close-up of Brenda Chambers modelling a pink parka.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1052 [Bev Chambers modelling a red parka, Brenda Chambers 
modelling a blue parka and Donna Chambers modelling a pink 
parka outdoors.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1053 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka and Donna 
Chambers modelling a burgundy parka outdoors.]
  -  Mar 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1054 [Yukon Parka production room with four women working on 
various stages of duffle.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1055 [Yukon Parka production room with four women working on 
various stages of duffle.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1056 [Tony Gonda holding a beige parka in the Yukon Parka 
production room with two women sewing in the background.]
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.  -  Photographer: 
Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1057 [A woman modelling a red parka and Keith Wolfe Smarch 
modelling a grey/blue parka standing in front of lake and 
glacier. Possibly  Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1058 [A woman modelling a red parka standing in front of lake and 
glacier. Possibly  Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1059 [A woman modelling a pink parka and Keith Wolfe Smarch 
modelling a blue parka standing in front of lake and glacier. 
Possibly Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1060 [Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a blue parka and beaded 
slippers standing on a rock in front of snow and snow melt. 
Possibly Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
[Photographs 2002/131 #1060, #1068, #1069, and #1070 are 
similar.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1061 [Close-up of woman wearing light blue parka with white fur 
trimmed hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1062 [Close-up of woman wearing light blue parka with white fur 
trimmed hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1063 [Close-up of woman wearing light blue parka with white fur 
trimmed hood on.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1064 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka standing in front of 
snow and snow melt. Possibly Montana Mountain near 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1065 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka standing in front of 
snow and snow melt. Possibly Montana Mountain near 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1066 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka standing in front of 
snow and snow melt. Possibly Montana Mountain near 
Carcross, YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1067 [Brenda Chambers modelling a blue parka standing in front of 
lake and glacier. Possibly Montana Mountain near Carcross, 
YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1068 [Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a blue parka and beaded 
mukluks standing in front of snow and snow melt. Possibly 
Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
[Photographs 2002/131 #1060, #1068, #1069, and #1070 are 
similar.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1069 [Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a blue parka and beaded 
mukluks standing in front of snow and snow melt. Possibly 
Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
[Photographs 2002/131 #1060, #1068, #1069, and #1070 are 
similar.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1070 [Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a blue parka and beaded 
mukluks standing in front of snow and snow melt. Possibly 
Montana Mountain near Carcross, YT.]
[Photographs 2002/131 #1060, #1068, #1069, and #1070 are 
similar.]  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1071 [L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt.]
[L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt standing on the Carcross 
desert, YT with a small totem pole in front of them.]  -  Aug 
1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1072 [L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt.]
[L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt standing on the Carcross 
desert, YT with a small totem pole in front of them.]  -  Aug 
1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1073 [L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt.]
[L-R: Unidentified woman modelling leather dress, unidentified 
woman modelling white leather dress and Brenda Chambers 
modelling leather top and skirt standing on the Carcross 
desert, YT with a small totem pole in front of them.]  -  Aug 
1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1074 [Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling fur hat, leather jacket and 
holding a wooden carved mask standing on the Carcross 
desert, YT.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1075 [A woman modelling a white leather dress and Keith Wolfe 
Smarch modelling a leather jacket kneeling by a small totem 
pole Carcross desert, YT.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1076 [A woman modelling a white leather dress and Keith Wolfe 
Smarch modelling a leather jacket kneeling by a small totem 
pole Carcross desert, YT.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1077 [A woman modelling a white leather dress and Keith Wolfe 
Smarch modelling a leather jacket kneeling by a small totem 
pole Carcross desert, YT.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1078 Helen Jakesta modelling a white leather dress, Keith Wolfe 
Smarch modelling a leather jacket kneeling by a small totem 
pole, and an unidentified woman modelling a leather dress
Helen Jakesta modelling a white leather dress, Keith Wolfe 
Smarch modelling a leather jacket kneeling by a small totem 
pole, and an unidentified woman modelling a leather dress on 
the Carcross desert, YT.  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: 
Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1079 Kluane Anorak
L-R: Two unidentified women modelling light and dark blue 
anoraks, Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling red vest and Brenda 
Chambers modelling purple anorak on a grassy mountain 
slope.  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1080 Kluane Anorak [L-R: Two unidentified women modelling light 
and dark blue anoraks and Brenda Chambers modelling a 
purple anorak on a grassy mountain slope.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1081 Kluane Anorak [L-R: Two unidentified women modelling light 
and dark blue anoraks and Brenda Chambers modelling a 
purple anorak on a grassy mountain slope.]
  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1082 Kluane Anorak
Kluane Anorak [L-R: Two unidentified women modelling light 
and dark blue anoraks, Keith Wolfe Smarch modelling a red 
vest and Brenda Chambers modelling a purple anorak on a 
grassy mountain slope with snow peaked mountains in 
background.]  -  Aug 1987.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1083 [Unidentified woman modelling a blue cape in a studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1084 [Unidentified woman modelling a burgundy parka in a studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1085 [Unidentified woman modelling a burgundy duffle parka 
holding onto the outer shell in a studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1086 [Unidentified woman modelling a short red parka in a studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1087 [Unidentified woman modelling a red parka with hood on in a 
studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1088 [Unidentified man modelling a short blue/grey parka in a 
studio.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1089 [Model sitting in snow showing duffle mittens and beaded 
mukluks. Face cannot be seen.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1090 [Woman standing in front of crowd wearing pink parka, duffle 
mittens and mukluks. Possibly at Rendezvous in Whitehorse, 
YT.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #1092 [Woman modelling navy blue parka in front of yellow autumn 
leaves.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1093 [Two women modelling light blue and navy blue parka in front 
of yellow autumn leaves.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1094 [L-R: a woman modelling a light blue parka, man modelling a 
navy blue parka and a woman modelling a red parka in front of 
yellow autumn leaves.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

Products

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #779 Toy mosquito possibly made of sealskin and photographed in 
Fort Selkirk.
  -  198-.

14

2002/131 #780 Toy mouse possibly made of sealskin.
  -  198-.

11

2002/131 #781 Three dolls made of duffle and fur.
  -  198-.

9

2002/131 #782 Doll made of duffle and fur with snowshoes and owl made of 
fur.
  -  198-.

7

2002/131 #783 Doll sized parka, mittens and mukluks made of duffle and fur.
  -  198-.

5

2002/131 #784 Toy fox made of fur modelled on a tree stump.
  -  198-.

9

2002/131 #785 Two women modelling anoraks, one with moose appliqué. 
Similar to 2002/131 #785 - #788.
  -  198-.

18
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2002/131 #786 Two women modelling anoraks, one with moose appliqué. 
Similar to 2002/131 #785 - #788.
  -  198-.

19

2002/131 #787 Two women modelling anoraks, one with moose appliqué. 
Similar to 2002/131 #785 - #788.
  -  198-.

20

2002/131 #788 Two women modelling anoraks, one with moose appliqué. 
Similar to 2002/131 #785 - #788.
  -  198-.

21

2002/131 #789 Three women modelling anoraks, one with moose appliqué 
and one with caribou appliqué.
  -  198-.

22

2002/131 #790 A woman modelling a short wolf or fox fur jacket. Similar 
photos 2002/131 #790 - #793.
  -  198-.

17

2002/131 #791 A woman modelling a short fur jacket. Similar photos 2002/131 
#790 - #793.
  -  198-.

18

2002/131 #792 A woman modelling a short fur jacket. Similar photos 2002/131 
#790 - #793.
  -  198-.

19

2002/131 #793 A woman modelling a short fur jacket. Similar photos 2002/131 
#790 - #793.
  -  198-.

20

2002/131 #794 Two women modelling short fur jackets. Similar photos 
2002/131 #794 - #797.
  -  198-.

33

2002/131 #795 Two women modelling short fur jackets. Similar photos 
2002/131 #794 - #797.
  -  198-.

34
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2002/131 #796 Two women modelling short fur jackets. Similar photos 
2002/131 #794 - #797.
  -  198-.

35

2002/131 #797 Two women modelling short fur jackets. Similar photos 
2002/131 #794 - #797.
  -  198-.

36

2002/131 #1425 Small painted totem pole carving.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1426 Small painted totem pole carving.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1427 Small painted totem pole carving.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1428 Small painted totem pole carving.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1429 Two miniature snowshoes lying on kinnickinnick or bear 
berries leaves.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1430 Homemade furry mosquito sitting on a branch.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1431 Homemade furry mosquito sitting on a branch.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1432 Homemade furry oopiks sitting on a pine tree branch.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1433 Red mittens.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1434 Six beaded slippers with fur trim forming a circle.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1435 Gauntlet mittens made of fur and blue leather.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1436 Two small carvings one of fish and one of totem pole.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.
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2002/131 #1437 Embroidered birch bark baskets.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1438 Three soapstone relief carvings of people.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1439 Round fur pillow possibly made of wolf tails left over in 
Production Centre.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1440 Round fur pillow possibly made of wolf tails left over in 
Production Centre.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1441 Round fur pillow possibly made of wolf tails left over in 
Production Centre.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1442 Round fur pillow possibly made of wolf tails left over in 
Production Centre.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1443 Two souvenir spoons, one with a flower design and one with 
dog team and the word "Yukon".
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1444 Wall clock made from circular saw blade and a cabin and 
forest painted on front.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1445 Three embroidered duffle gauntlet mittens.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1446 Pair of green embroidered duffle gauntlet mittens.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1447 Pair of blue duffle and fur gauntlet mittens with beaded eagle 
design.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.
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2002/131 #1448 Pair of blue duffle and fur gauntlet mittens with beaded eagle 
design.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1449 Three fur hats.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1450 Three fur hats.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1451 Three fur hats.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1452 Three fur hats.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1453 Print entitled "Dancing Goose" by Benjamin Chee Chee.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1454 Print entitled "Arms of security" by Odjig showing a mother with 
her arms around two children.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1455 Print entitled "Loon Family " by Norval Morrisseau.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1456 A pile of furs.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1457 Two mosquitoes made from fur and leather.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1458 Stone carvings: two bears with fish in their mouths and one 
howling wolf.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1459 Stone carvings: two bears with fish in their mouths and one 
howling wolf.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1460 Clock made from a rough slab of rock.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.
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2002/131 #1461 A pair of snowshoes.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1462 A pair of snowshoes.
  -  3 Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Sooter's Studio.

2002/131 #1463 A flower beaded and fur mukluk on a window sill in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1464 A flower beaded and fur mukluk on a window sill in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1465 A pair of flower beaded and fur mukluks hanging on a nail in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1466 A pair of flower beaded and fur mukluks hanging on a nail in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1467 A pair of flower beaded and fur mukluks hanging on a nail in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1468 Log buildings and Anglican Church in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1469 Log buildings and Anglican Church in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1470 Little fur mouse toy on log fence in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1471 A pair of flower beaded slippers lying on kinnickinnick in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1472 One flower beaded slipper lying on kinnickinnick in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1473 One flower beaded slipper lying on a log in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1474 Close-up of flower beaded slipper tongue in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1475 Close-up of flower beaded slipper tongue in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1476 Log buildings in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1477 Doll posed behind sign that reads: School House.  Photo taken 
in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1478 A pair of fur and beaded gloves hanging on log wall in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1479 A pair of fur and beaded gloves hanging on log wall in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1480 A pair of beaded slippers hanging on log wall in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1481 Toy fur weasel on log wall in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1482 A pair of child's size leather embroidered slippers on log wall in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1483 A pair of child's size leather embroidered slippers on log wall in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1484 A pair of duffle and fur embroidered baby booties in window in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1485 A pair of duffle and fur embroidered baby booties in window in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1486 A doll made from fur and leather on log wall in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1487 A doll made from fur and leather on log wall in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1488 Two dolls made from fur and leather on fence along with toy 
fur weasel (?) in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1489 Two dolls made from fur and leather on fence along with toy 
fur weasel (?) in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1490 A doll made from fur and leather sitting in front of log wall in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1491 A doll made from fur and leather sitting in front of log wall in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1492 A pair of child's size fur trimmed and beaded slippers on a log 
wall in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1493 A pair of fur trimmed duffle embroidered baby booties on a 
bush in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1494 A pair of fur trimmed duffle embroidered baby booties on a 
bush in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1495 A pair of fur trimmed duffle embroidered baby booties on a 
bush in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1496 A pair of fur trimmed duffle embroidered gauntlet mittens on a 
log wall in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1497 A pair of fur trimmed beaded slippers on a log wall in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1498 A pair of fur trimmed beaded slippers on a log wall in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1499 A doll made from leather and fur on a log wall in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1500 A pair of fur trimmed and beaded slippers on a log wall in Fort 
Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1501 A purse with beaded flowers and fur trim lying on kinnickinnick 
in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1502 A purse with beaded flowers and fur trim lying on kinnickinnick 
in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1503 A pair of flower beaded and fur mukluks hanging on a log wall 
in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.
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2002/131 #1504 One flower beaded and fur mukluk hanging on a log wall in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1505 A pair of children's fur trimmed leather embroidered slippers on 
a log fence in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1506 A doll made of fur and leather on a log fence in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1507 A pair of beaded and fur trimmed slippers on a log fence in 
Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1508 A wooden painted mask on the centre of a wooden spoked 
wheel (?) in Fort Selkirk, Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1509 A pair of all fur mukluks hanging on a log wall in Fort Selkirk, 
Yukon.
  -  Sep 1987.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1510 Husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1511 Husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1512 Husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1513 Husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1514 Louise Tait holding husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1515 Louise Tait holding husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1516 Louise Tait holding husky dog toy made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1517 Close-up of Louise Tait who had been holding husky dog toy 
made from duffle.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1520 Moose antler with two bull moose carved on it.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1521 Moose antler with two bull moose carved on it.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1522 Small moose (?) antler with wolf carved on it and holes for 
cribbage board.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1523 Small moose (?) antler with wolf carved on it and holes for 
cribbage board.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1524 Small moose (?) antler with dog team and driver carved on it 
and holes for cribbage board.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1525 Small moose (?) antler with dog team and driver carved on it 
and holes for cribbage board.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1526 Small moose (?) antler with dog team and driver carved on it 
and holes for cribbage board.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1527 Wood mask carved as possibly a wolf.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1528 Wood mask carved as possibly a wolf.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1529 Knitted hat and mittens, two birch bark baskets (possibly from 
Fort Liard, NT), moosehide beaded gauntlet mittens with 
beaver trim, fur gauntlet mittens and a pair of child's leather 
mittens.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1530 Possibly a carved sheep with horns.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1531 Possibly a carved sheep with horns.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1532 Three clay vases with relief designs.
These vases were probably made by non-Yukon artists and 
were sold in the store in Whitehorse, YT.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1533 A pair of fur mukluks and various beaded and fur trimmed 
slippers.
Machine made mukluks are probably non-Yukon.  The 
handmade pleated toes are Yukon made.  -  198-.

2002/131 #1534 A pair of fur mukluks and various beaded and fur trimmed 
slippers.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1535 Two single beaded and fur mukluks lying on a wolf (?) pelt.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1536 A doll made of leather and fur, a small leather beaded change 
purse, two leather beaded lighter holders and a knife.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1537 Three fur hats.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1538 Three fur hats.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1539 Two bird prints, a framed beaded flower, a framed caribou 
tufted flower, two books entitled " How to Tan Hides in the 
Native Way" and "My Stories are my Wealth", and a calendar 
dated 1983.
Two bird prints, a framed beaded flower, a framed caribou 
tufted flower, two books entitled " How to Tan Hides in the 
Native Way" by Gertie Tom and "My Stories are my Wealth" by 
Angela Sidney, Kitty Smith and Rachel Dawson, and a 
calendar dated 1983.
The two bird prints are done by an artist in Ontario.  The 
framed beadwork is probably done by an artist in the Yukon.  -  
1983.

2002/131 #1540 Two bird prints, a framed beaded flower, a framed caribou 
tufted flower, two books entitled " How to Tan Hides in the 
Native Way" and "My Stories Are My Wealth", and a calendar 
dated 1983.
Two bird prints, a framed beaded flower, a framed caribou 
tufted flower, two books entitled " How to Tan Hides in the 
Native Way" by Gertie Tom and "My Stories Are My Wealth" 
by Angela Sidney, Kitty Smith and Rachel Dawson, and a 
calendar dated 1983.
The two bird prints are done by an artist in Ontario. The 
framed beadwork is probably done by an artist in the Yukon.  -  
1983.

2002/131 #1541 Beaded gloves, mittens, a fur hood trim and knitted hat lying 
on the ground.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1542 Beaded gloves, mittens, a fur hood trim and knitted hat lying 
on the ground.
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #1543 Close-up of birch bark container with quill design of beaver, 
antler brooch with flower and fish scales, and several pieces of 
beaded jewelry displayed on kinnickinnick.
Rosalie Washington was the only person to work with fish 
scales and probably made the antler brooch.  -  1983.

2002/131 #1544 Three beaded and quill necklaces, a beaded wallet, a birch 
bark container with quill design of beaver, an antler brooch 
with flower and fish scales and another beaded object 
displayed on kinnickinnick
Rosalie Washington was the only person to work with fish 
scales and probably made the antler brooch.  -  1983.

2002/131 #1545 Beaded necklaces and several barretts and/or bracelets.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1546 Two pairs of earrings and two hair ties made possibly from 
feathers.
  -  1983.

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #565 Soft and Cozy Slippers. Made from soft tanned moosehide 
these comfortable slippers are trimmed with rabbit or beaver 
fur and colourfully decorated with traditional handcrafted 
beadwork.
[Two adult slippers and two child-sized slippers on a beaver 
pelt.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #566 The Yukon Parka. The warm and luxurious Yukon Parka 
features a Canadian Mist outer shell and 100% Pure Wool 
inner coat.
[Two women modelling parkas one with swan appliqué and 
one with salmon appliqué. Both duffles have flower 
appliqué.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #567 The Yukon Parka.
The Yukon Parka. This 3/4 length ladies parka features a 
Canadian Mist outer shell and a 100% Pure Wool inner coat. 
Trimmed at hood and hem with Timber Wolf or Coyote fur the 
Yukon Parka is available in a wide range of colours to 
compliment any wardrobe.
[One man modelling a parka with polar bear appliqué, a 
woman modelling a dog appliqué parka and another woman 
wearing duffle with flower appliqué.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #568 [Man modelling a wolf fur hat.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #569 [Leather and beaded products including baby mukluks, 
eyeglass case, cigarette lighter holder, and "Yukon Hootch" 
case.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #570 [Duffle doll with small scale snowshoes and white owl doll.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #571 [Doll sized duffle parka , mittens and mukluks lying on 
kinnickinick plants beside red coloured rose bush leaves.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #572 [Mrs. Henry holding a red and grey anorak shell on a hanger.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #573 [A man modelling a fur hat and blue anorak shell with a dog 
appliqué standing in the Yukon Native Products retail store in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #574 [Flower and butterfly beaded leather mukluks modelled on a 
rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #575 [Beaver fur trimmed and beaded leather mukluks modelled on 
a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #576 [Fur trimmed and flower beaded leather mukluks modelled on 
sage outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #577 [White fur trimmed and pink flower beaded leather mukluks 
modelled on juniper outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #578 [Close-up of beaver fur trimmed and multi-coloured flower 
beaded leather mukluks modelled on juniper outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #579 [Fur trimmed and red flower beaded leather slippers modelled 
on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #580 [Fur trimmed and red/pink flower beaded leather slippers 
modelled on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #581 [Pink flower beaded on white leather slippers modelled on a 
rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #582 [Pink beaded flowers on white leather slippers modelled beside 
a clump of spring crocuses.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #583 [Blue beaded flowers on white leather slippers trimmed with 
white fur modelled on spruce tree branches.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #584 [Blue/gold beaded flowers on leather gauntlet mittens trimmed 
with fur modelled on juniper covered rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #585 [White/yellow beaded flowers on leather gauntlet mittens 
trimmed with fur modelled on juniper outdoors.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #586 [Red/pink beaded flowers on leather gloves trimmed with fur 
modelled on spruce branches outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #587 [Red beaded flowers on leather gloves modelled on juniper 
outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #588 [Beaver fur and leather gauntlet mittens with string modelled 
on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #589 [White leather products including beaded slippers, purse and 
gloves modelled on a sage and grass outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #590 [White leather products including purse and gloves modelled 
on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #591 [White fur and leather doll and two beaded slippers with fur 
trim on a beaver pelt modelled on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #592 [White fur and beaded leather mukluks and two pairs of 
snowshoes leaning against a rock outdoors. Trees visible in 
background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #593 [Red/pink flower beaded hair ties trimmed with white fur 
modelled on spruce branches outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #594 [Blue/yellow star beaded hair clip or belt buckle modelled on 
spruce branches outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #595 [Blue/red beaded flowers on a belt or long band modelled on a 
rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #596 [Purple/pink beaded flower on a necklace modelled on spruce 
branches outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #597 [White/black beaded flower on a necklace modelled on a 
caribou hide.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #598 [Close-up view of necklace made from quills and beads 
modelled on a rock outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #599 [Necklace made from quills and beads modelled on a rock 
outdoors.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #607 [One beaded leather slipper with fur trim modeled on white fur 
pelt.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #608 [One beaded leather mukluk with fur trim and scalloped edge 
modeled on white fur pelt.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #609 [One beaded leather mukluk with fur trim and scalloped edge 
modeled on white fur pelt. Different view from 2002/131 #608.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #610 [One beaded leather mukluk with fur trim modeled on white fur 
pelt.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #611 [Leather and beaded products including two purses and two 
baby slippers modeled on grey duffle.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #619 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Eight stencil prints and paintings of animals and First Nations 
people.]  -  1984.
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2002/131 #620 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Six stencil prints and paintings of animals and First Nations 
people.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #621 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of various birds in front of a sun.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #622 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of various birds in front of a sun. Different image 
from 2002/131 #621.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #623 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of various birds flying in front of a sun.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #624 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of First Nations person face, eagles flying and 
sun.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #625 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of two howling wolves and trees.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #626 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of two swans.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #627 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print of two swans. Similar to 2002/131 #626.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #628 July '84 Catalog Inserts
[Stencil print or painting of First Nations man on horse in 
snowstorm (?) with sun shining.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #629 [Five duffle mittens with various flower and wolf appliqués and 
trimmed with fur in front of a woven basket modeled on red 
duffle.]
[Stencil print or painting of First Nations man on horse in 
snowstorm (?) with sun shining.]  -  1983.  -  Photographer: 
Destrube Photography.

83-46-R1-1
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2002/131 #630 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
bird, badger, fox and wolf.]  -  1983.

2002/131 #631 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
wolf, bird, Dall sheep and moose.]  -  1983.

2002/131 #632 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
caribou, and three birds.]  -  1983.
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2002/131 #633 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Two wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
bird and a moose head.]  -  1983.

2002/131 #634 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
wolf head, bird, beaver and a lynx head.]  -  1983.

2002/131 #635 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
lynx, moose, grizzly bear and moose head.]  -  1983.
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2002/131 #636 Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983.
Commission of 50 wood burnings for Mount St. Vincent Sisters 
of Charity Halifax, N.S. for presentation to convention of world 
leaders of Roman Catholic Church Nov. 1983. Commission 
done by Gordon Scurvey including framing.
[Four wood burnings lying on a crocheted blanket featuring a 
caribou, moose, birds, and skunk (?).]  -  1983.

2002/131 #637 #2 Dancing Bear, Newjaleak Qimirpik, Lake Harbour, 11.5 x 
10.5 $1390
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #638 #3 Dancing Bear, Newjaleak Qimirpik, Lake Harbour, 15 x 11.5 
$2600
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #639 #3 Dancing Bear, Newjaleak Qimirpik, Lake Harbour, 15 x 11.5 
$2600
[Portrait of soapstone carving. Different view of same carving 
in 2002/131 #638.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #640 #4 Dancing Bear, Lee Karpik, Lake Harbour, 13 x 12.25 $2500
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #641 #5 Dancing Bear, Iola Ikkidluak, 12 x 11 $2250
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #642 #1 Man with Pail by Nelson Takkiruq from Gjoa Haven, NWT 
16x11 $3800 Authentic Registration 99084421
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #643 #2 Man with Rope by Bobby Konana from Gjoa Haven, NWT 
8x12 $1750 Authentic Registration 99111750
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #644 #3 Man Playing String by Bobby Konana from Gjoa Haven, 
NWT 12x16 $2250 Authentic Registration 99109979
[Portrait of soapstone carving.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #645 [Soapstone carving of walrus by:] Kootoo Munno 21"L x 9"H 
$2600 [Authentic Registration:] 99150404
  -  198-.

2002/131 #646 [Soapstone carving of walrus by:] Nugaleak Qimivpiq 19"L x 
11"H $3200 [Authentic Registration:] 99151397
  -  198-.

2002/131 #647 [Soapstone carving of:] Sedna, David Ruben 17"L x 6"H, 
actual colour is coral
  -  198-.

2002/131 #648 [Parka with fur trim]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #649 [Anorak jacket with hood and wolf or coyote appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #650 [Anorak jacket with no hood and dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #651 [Back of anorak jacket, no hood, with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #652 [Back of anorak jacket, no hood, with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #653 [Anorak jacket, no hood, with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #654 [Back of anorak jacket, no hood and curved bottom hem, with 
dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #655 [Anorak jacket, no hood and curved bottom hem, with dog 
appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #656 [Back of parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #657 [Front of parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #658 [Back of parka shell with dog team appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #659 [Front of parka shell and duffle with dog appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #660 [Front of parka shell and duffle with dog appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #661 [Back of parka with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #662 [Front of dark parka duffle with flower appliqué with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #663 [Back of dark parka duffle with flower appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #664 [Front of short parka with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #665 [Back of short parka with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #666 [Front of short parka duffle with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #667 [Front of short parka with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #668 [Front of parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim on hood 
and hem.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #669 [Front of parka duffle with no appliqué and fur trim on hood.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #670 [Back of parka duffle with eagle appliqué and fur trim on hood.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #671 [Back of parka duffle with eagle appliqué and fur trim on hood.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #672 [Back of dark short parka duffle with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #673 [Front of dark short parka duffle with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #674 [Back of parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim on hood 
and hem.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #675 [Back of parka with polar bear scene appliqué and fur trim on 
hood.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #676 [Front of parka with no appliqué and fur trim on hood.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #677 [Front of parka with no appliqué and fur trim on hood and 
zipper.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #678 [Front of short parka with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #679 [Flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #680 [Flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #681 [Back of short parka with polar bear scene appliqué and fur 
trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #682 [Front of short parka with no appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #683 [Child-sized flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #684 [Child-sized flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #685 [Back of parka with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #686 [Front of parka with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #687 [Group of six mittens. Same as 2002/131 #695.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #688 [Front of parka with bottom zipper pulled up and showing 
duffle.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #689 [Flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

43

2002/131 #690 [Back of short black parka with polar bear scene appliqué and 
fur trim.]
  -  198-.

42

2002/131 #691 [Front of short black parka with no appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

41

2002/131 #692 [Child-sized flowered Mother Hubbard parka with fur trim.]
  -  198-.

47

2002/131 #693 [Back of pink parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

46

2002/131 #694 [Front of pink parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

45

2002/131 #695 [Group of six mittens. Same as 2002/131 #687.]
  -  198-.

51 or 52

2002/131 #696 [Woman lying on floor holding mittens to her ears and another 
pair of mittens beside her.]
  -  198-.

49

2002/131 #697 [Blue parka with zipper open at bottom showing white duffle 
and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

48
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2002/131 #698 [Front of short blue parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur 
trim.]
  -  198-.

16

2002/131 #699 [Back of short blue parka with dog team appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

15

2002/131 #700 [Front of short blue parka with dog appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

13 or 14

2002/131 #701 [Back of red parka duffle with flower appliqué.]
  -  198-.

12

2002/131 #702 [Front of red parka duffle with flower appliqué and fur trim.]
  -  198-.

11

2002/131 #703 [Back of red parka with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

9 or 10

2002/131 #704 [Front of red parka with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

8

2002/131 #705 [Front of blue parka with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

7

2002/131 #706 [Back of blue parka with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

5

2002/131 #707 [Front of blue parka with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

4

2002/131 #708 [Back of white parka duffle.]
  -  198-.

2 or 3

2002/131 #709 [Front of white parka duffle.]
  -  198-.

1

2002/131 #710 [Front of purple parka duffle with flower appliqué.]
  -  198-.

5 or 6

2002/131 #711 [Front of blue parka duffle with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

4
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2002/131 #712 [Back of blue parka duffle with eagle appliqué.]
  -  198-.

3

2002/131 #713 [Back of blue parka duffle with eagle appliqué.]
  -  198-.

1 or 2

2002/131 #714 [Front of maroon parka and black fur trim.]
  -  198-.

11

2002/131 #715 [Back of maroon parka duffle with eagle appliqué and black fur 
trim.]
  -  198-.

10

2002/131 #716 [Front of maroon parka duffle and black fur trim.]
  -  198-.

8 or 9

2002/131 #717 [Back of purple parka duffle with flower appliqué.]
  -  198-.

7

2002/131 #718 [Front of white parka.]
  -  198-.

17

2002/131 #719 [Back of black parka with polar bear scene appliqué.]
  -  198-.

15 or 16

2002/131 #720 [Front of black parka duffle.]
  -  198-.

14

2002/131 #721 [Front of black parka with duffle showing underneath.]
  -  198-.

12 or 13

2002/131 #722 [Front of short navy blue parka with no appliqué.]
  -  198-.

49

2002/131 #723 [Front of teal green anorak with wolf or coyote appliqué.]
  -  198-.

48

2002/131 #724 [Front of red anorak with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

47

2002/131 #725 [Back of navy blue anorak with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

46
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2002/131 #726 [Front of navy blue anorak with dog appliqué.]
  -  198-.

45

2002/131 #727 [Back of pink anorak with dog team appliqué.]
  -  198-.

43 or 44

2002/131 #728 [Front of red anorak with dog appliqué and zipper half-way 
down.]
  -  198-.

42

2002/131 #729 [Back of teal blue parka duffle with flower appliqué.]
  -  198-.

41

2002/131 #730 [Back of black parka with polar bear scene appliqué. Same (?) 
as 2002/131 #731.]
  -  198-.

13

2002/131 #731 [Back of black parka with polar bear scene appliqué. Same (?) 
as 2002/131 #730.]
  -  198-.

14

2002/131 #732 [Close up of polar bear scene appliqué on black parka. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #733 and #734.]
  -  198-.

15

2002/131 #733 [Close up of polar bear scene appliqué on black parka. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #732 and #734.]
  -  198-.

16

2002/131 #734 [Close up of polar bear scene appliqué on black parka. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #732 and #733.]
  -  198-.

17

2002/131 #735 [Back of navy blue parka with polar bear scene appliqué. 
Same (?) as 2002/131 #736 and #737.]
  -  198-.

1A

2002/131 #736 [Back of navy blue parka with polar bear scene appliqué. 
Same (?) as 2002/131 #735 and #737.]
  -  198-.

2A
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2002/131 #737 [Back of navy blue parka with polar bear scene appliqué. 
Same (?) as 2002/131 #735 and #736.]
  -  198-.

3A

2002/131 #738 [Back of upper navy blue parka with polar bear scene appliqué. 
Same (?) as 2002/131 #739.]
  -  198-.

4A

2002/131 #739 [Back of upper navy blue parka with polar bear scene appliqué. 
Same (?) as 2002/131 #738.]
  -  198-.

5A

2002/131 #740 [Front of purple parka with dog appliqué. Same (?) as 
2002/131 #741.]
  -  198-.

19

2002/131 #741 [Front of purple parka with dog appliqué. Same (?) as 
2002/131 #740.]
  -  198-.

20

2002/131 #742 [Close-up of back parka panel with Inuit drummer scene 
appliqué.]
  -  198-.

35

2002/131 #743 [Back of dark purple parka with eagle appliqué. Same (?) as 
2002/131 #744.]
  -  198-.

36

2002/131 #744 [Back of dark purple parka with eagle appliqué. Same (?) as 
2002/131 #743.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #745 [Upper back of dark purple parka with eagle appliqué. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #746 and #747.]
  -  198-.

2

2002/131 #746 [Upper back of dark purple parka with eagle appliqué. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #745 and #747.]
  -  198-.

3
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2002/131 #747 [Upper back of dark purple parka with eagle appliqué. Same 
(?) as 2002/131 #745 and #746.]
  -  198-.

4

2002/131 #748 [Front of pink anorak with dog appliqué. Possibly all the same 
(?) 2002/131 #748 - #752.]
  -  198-.

26

2002/131 #749 [Front of pink anorak with dog appliqué. Possibly all the same 
(?) 2002/131 #748 - #752.]
  -  198-.

27

2002/131 #750 [Front of pink anorak with dog appliqué. Possibly all the same 
(?) 2002/131 #748 - #752.]
  -  198-.

28

2002/131 #751 [Front of pink anorak with dog appliqué. Possibly all the same 
(?) 2002/131 #748 - #752.]
  -  198-.

29

2002/131 #752 [Front of pink anorak with dog appliqué. Possibly all the same 
(?) 2002/131 #748 - #752.]
  -  198-.

30

2002/131 #753 [Close-up of dog appliqué on front of pink anorak. All similar 
2002/131 #753 - #757.]
  -  198-.

20

2002/131 #754 [Close-up of dog appliqué on front of pink anorak. All similar 
2002/131 #753 - #757.]
  -  198-.

21

2002/131 #755 [Close-up of dog appliqué on front of pink anorak. All similar 
2002/131 #753 - #757.]
  -  198-.

22

2002/131 #756 [Close-up of dog appliqué on front of pink anorak. All similar 
2002/131 #753 - #757.]
  -  198-.

23
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2002/131 #757 [Close-up of dog appliqué on front of pink anorak. All similar 
2002/131 #753 - #757.]
  -  198-.

24

2002/131 #946 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Red button blanket with black raven and word:] Denetia  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #947 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Circular stone carving of eagles with antlers.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #948 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Close-up of eagles on circular stone carving with antlers.]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #949 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Close-up of carving of two moose fighting with antlers.]  -  
1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #950 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Five wooden mask carvings displayed on fur.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #951 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Close-up of one of five wooden mask carvings displayed on 
fur.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #952 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[One wooden mask carving with antlers.]  -  1988?.  -  
Photographer: Richard Hartmier.
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2002/131 #953 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Woman standing behind several pairs of beaded mukluks with 
prize ribbons on them.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #954 NEDP funding: Yukon, Native Cooperative, DRIE photo: 
Richard Hartmier, Yukon Native Products, Whitehorse, Yukon.
[Three fur owl toys.]  -  1988?.  -  Photographer: Richard 
Hartmier.

2002/131 #1019 [First Nations man painting a box with a Tlingit design.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1020 [First Nations woman or man sitting on a rock displaying two 
masks.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1021 [First Nations man sitting on a large fallen tree working on a 
mask and another mask displayed. Two totem poles and a 
Tlingit designed building are in the background. Possibly in 
Teslin, YT.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1091 [Model, face not shown, wearing silver necklace with turquoise 
beads.]
  -  198-.  -  Photographer: Richard Hartmier.

2002/131 #1547 Traditional moosehair tufting of a flower.
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1548 Seamstress Effie Campbell works on embroidery of duffle 
parkas. Hand embroidered mitts are in the foreground.
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.
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2002/131 #1549 A display of handicrafts at the retail division of the co-operative 
called Yukon Native Products
[Slippers, prints, purses and other products displayed on 
wooden shelves. Photo featured in article "A report on Indian 
Arts and Crafts Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted 
from Trade and Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1550 Viola Sam prepares the fur trim.
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1551 Work in the Whitehorse plant includes the laying of fabric on a 
cutting table in preparation for the patterns for various articles.
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1552 Seamstress Anne Brown adds colourful braid trim to a 
completed parka shell.
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1553 Cliff Geddes, President, Board of Directors
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1554 Employees involved in management and supervision of the co-
operative.
Top row, L-R: Dorothy Genier, Production Supervisor (Yukon 
Parka), Louise Tait, Finance and Administration Officer, Carol 
Arntzen, Retail Division Manager; Bottom row (L-R): Linda 
Talbot, Production Manager (Yukon Parka), Anton Gonda, 
General Manager, Kathy Birckel, Store Manager Whitehorse 
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.
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2002/131 #1555 The Yukon Parka Label is sewn into the lining of every coat 
made by the Production Centre which is the only facility of its 
type in the Yukon
[Photo featured in article "A report on Indian Arts and Crafts 
Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, Yukon" reprinted from Trade and 
Commerce March-April 1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1556 While the co-operative plans to continue manufacturing its 
winter products, it is working on a new line of summer items 
such as the canvas Chilkoot Hiker's Jacket.
[Woman cutting patterns pieces. Photo featured in article "A 
report on Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative Ltd. Whitehorse, 
Yukon" reprinted from Trade and Commerce March-April 
1984.]  -  1984.

2002/131 #1557 Riverboat Tutshi - Carcross
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 111

2002/131 #1558 Sod Roofed Cabin - Braeburn
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 108

2002/131 #1559 Third Street - Dawson City
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 110

2002/131 #1560 Wild Roses
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 106

2002/131 #1561 Linda Netro - Old Crow
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 103
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2002/131 #1562 Fireweed - Yukon Floral Emblem
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 104

2002/131 #1563 Johnny John's Cabin - Carcross
[Folded note card with colour image on front. On reverse 
"Take A Note - From Yukon".]  -  1980.  -  Photographer: 
Norma G. McBean.

60 YUK 112

Special Events

Neg only

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #1235 Cliff Geddes making a speech at the Fourth Ave. store 
opening while Sharon Shorty is audio taping in the Yukon 
Native Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1236 Harry Allen being interviewed standing beside Cliff Geddes 
while Sharon Shorty and Shirley Adamson are audio taping in 
the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1237 Harry Allen being interviewed standing beside Cliff Geddes 
while Sharon Shorty and Shirley Adamson are audio taping in 
the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #1238 Commissioner of Yukon Doug Bell making speech standing 
beside Cliff Geddes while Sharon Shorty and Shirley Adamson 
are audio taping in the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth 
Ave.
Commissioner of Yukon Doug Bell making speech standing 
beside Cliff Geddes while Sharon Shorty and Shirley Adamson 
are audio taping in the Yukon Native Products store on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon at a ribbon cutting event.  -  1983.

2002/131 #1239 Unidentified man, probably the Minister from Ottawa, making a 
speech standing beside Cliff Geddes while Sharon Shorty and 
Shirley Adamson are audio taping in the Yukon Native 
Products store
Unidentified man, probably the Minister from Ottawa, making a 
speech standing beside Cliff Geddes while Sharon Shorty and 
Shirley Adamson are audio taping in the Yukon Native 
Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.  -  1983.

2002/131 #1240 Harry Allen, Doug Bell, and unidentified Minister from Ottawa 
ready to cut ribbon in the Yukon Native Products store on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1241 Harry Allen, Doug Bell and unidentified Minister from Ottawa 
cutting ribbon at ceremony in the Yukon Native Products store 
on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1242 Harry Allen, Doug Bell and unidentified Minister from Ottawa 
after cutting ribbon at ceremony in the Yukon Native Products 
store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1243 L-R: Ron Chambers (a government man) and unidentified man 
posing in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.  This Ron Chambers provided funding for the Yukon 
carver Ron Chambers.
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #1244 People milling around after ribbon cutting ceremony in the 
Yukon Native Products store on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, 
Yukon. Shirley Belmore from Carmacks on the far right.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1245 Three unidentified men standing near the refreshment table 
having a drink after ribbon cutting ceremony in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.
Three unidentified men standing near the refreshment table 
having a drink after ribbon cutting ceremony in the Yukon 
Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon. Man on far right 
worked for Department of Regional Economic Expansion 
(DREE).  -  1983.

2002/131 #1246 L-R: Possibly Mary Kane and Becky (last name ?) having a 
drink after ribbon cutting ceremony in the Yukon Native 
Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1247 [Two women after ribbon cutting ceremony in the Yukon Native 
Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1248 Tony Gonda after ribbon cutting ceremony in the Yukon Native 
Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1249 L-R: Kathy Birckel, Mariah (?) from the Production Centre and 
unidentified woman having a drink after ribbon cutting 
ceremony in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1250 Group of people including Harry Allen on left and Tony Gonda, 
second from right, having a drink after ribbon cutting ceremony 
in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.
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2002/131 #1251 Gertie Tom sitting on couch after ribbon cutting ceremony in 
the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  1983.

2002/131 #1252 [Group of people sitting on chairs in meeting room.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1253 L-R: Tony Gonda, Ron Chambers, Paul Birckel and Cliff 
Geddes sitting at table.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1254 Group of people sitting on chairs in meeting room. Shirley 
Belmore is on far right, and Virginia Smarch is to the left of her 
facing camera.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1255 Tony Gonda and Millie Sam sitting on chairs in meeting room.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1256 [Group of people sitting on chairs in meeting room.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1257 L-R: unidentified woman, Millie Sam and unidentified woman 
sitting at small table in meeting room.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1258 Two First Nations Elder women at Annual General Assembly. 
L-R: unidentified woman and Eileen Van Bibber.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1259 First Nations Elder woman at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1260 Virginia Smarch from Teslin at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1261 First Nations Elder woman at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1262 First Nations Elder woman at Annual General  with a van 
visible in background.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1263 Two First Nations Elder women, Gertie Tom on right, at Annual 
General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1264 Unidentified First Nations Elder man and Virginia Smarch at 
Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1265 Two unidentified First Nations Elder women and several 
people visible in background at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1266 Three unidentified First Nations Elder women at Annual 
General Assembly with vehicles and mountains visible in 
background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1267 Paul Birckel at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1268 Unidentified First Nations Elder man at Annual General 
Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1269 Eileen Van Bibber at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1270 Unidentified First Nations Elder woman at Annual General 
Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1271 Kathy Birckel at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1272 Kathy Birckel at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1273 Unidentified First Nations Elder women at Annual General 
Assembly. Same women as #1265.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1274 Unidentified First Nations Elder woman at Annual General 
Assembly. Same woman as #1270.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1275 L-R: three unidentified First Nations Elder women, Eileen Van 
Bibber and one First Nations Elder man sitting at long tables at 
Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1276 Unidentified First Nations Elder woman sitting at table at 
Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1277 L-R: Eileen Van Bibber and an unidentified First Nations Elder 
woman sitting at table at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1278 Three First Nations Elder women sitting at table at Annual 
General Assembly.  In the middle is Barb Allan, wife of former 
Champagne Aishihik Chief.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1279 L-R: Kathy Birckel and unidentified First Nations Elder women 
at Annual General Assembly. Same women as #1280.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1280 L-R: Kathy Birckel and unidentified First Nations Elder women 
at Annual General Assembly. Same women as #1279.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1281 Two unidentified First Nations Elder women sitting at table at 
Annual General Assembly
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1282 Stan Peters sitting at table at Annual General Assembly.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1283 Unidentified First Nations Elder woman standing at Annual 
General Assembly.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1284 Ron Chambers, artist and YIACC Board Member, sitting at 
table beside whiteboard.
Ron Chambers, artist and YIACC Board Member, sitting at 
table beside whiteboard with the following list of names: Ron 
Chambers, Virginia Smarch, Allan Edzerza, Winnie Smith, 
Renie Smith, Stan Peters, Rachel Thompson, Barb Allan.
[Possibly the list of First Nations Elders attending the 
meeting]  -  198-.

2002/131 #1285 Group of Elders sitting at tables at Annual General Assembly 
with vehicles in background.  Kathy Birckel is standing up and 
Ron Chambers is on far right.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1286 Group of Elders sitting at tables at Annual General Assembly 
with vehicles in background.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1287 [Group of people standing beside display shelves showing 
slippers possibly in Yukon Native Products store.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1288 Stanley Peters booth at craft sale showing painted artwork, 
vests, and slippers possibly at Yukon Indian Days July 3-5.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1289 [Vendor at craft sale showing work and furs.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1290 [Vendor at craft sale showing work and furs.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1291 Keith Wolfe Smarch at craft sale showing work and furs.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1292 Keith Wolfe Smarch at craft sale showing work and furs.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1293 [Male vendor at craft sale showing work.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1294 [Male vendor at craft sale showing work.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1295 [Two women vendors at craft sale selling beaded slippers?]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1296 [Group of women standing around coffee pot at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1297 [Woman vendor at table selling fur hats at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1298 [Stanley Peters and a woman at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1299 [Two women selling beaded slippers at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1300 [Woman selling caribou tuftings at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1301 [Man selling art? at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1302 [Long view of several vendor tables at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1303 [Long view of several vendor tables at craft sale.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1304 [Woman selling fur and beaded items and caribou tuftings at 
craft sale. Same woman as in #1300.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1305 Keith Wolfe Smarch standing behind vendor table at craft sale.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1306 [Display shelves with beaded slippers and other artwork at the 
Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1312 Woman wearing leather fringe dress and spectators at fashion 
show in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1313 Woman wearing leather fringe dress in fashion show with craft 
sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1314 Two women wearing leather fringe dresses in fashion show 
with craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre 
on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1315 Woman wearing leather fringe dress in fashion show with craft 
sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1316 Man wearing leather fringe jacket and mukluks in fashion show 
with craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre 
on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1317 Two woman modelling parkas in fashion show with craft sale 
vendors in background in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1318 Woman and man modelling parkas in fashion show with craft 
sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1319 Child (?) modelling Mother Hubbard parka in fashion show with 
craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1320 Child (?) modelling Mother Hubbard parka in fashion show with 
craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1321 Child (?) modelling Mother Hubbard parka in fashion show with 
craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1322 Child and woman modelling red Mother Hubbard parkas in 
fashion show with craft sale vendors in background in the 
Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1323 Child and woman modelling red Mother Hubbard parkas in 
fashion show with craft sale vendors in background in the 
Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1324 Child and woman modelling red Mother Hubbard parkas in 
fashion show with craft sale vendors in background in the 
Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1325 Child and woman modelling Cowichan sweaters, hats, scarves 
and socks in fashion show with craft sale vendors in 
background in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1326 Woman modelling embroidered duffle jacket in fashion show 
with craft sale vendors in background in the Production Centre 
on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1327 Models in fashion show with craft sale vendor tables in 
background in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1328 Models in fashion show with craft sale vendor tables in 
background in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1329 Models in fashion show with craft sale vendor tables in 
background in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1330 [Customers in the Yukon Native Products store in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1331 [Woman standing in front of rack of parkas in the Yukon Native 
Products store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1332 Winnie Smith and Gertie Tom at craft sale in the Production 
Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1333 Winnie Smith and other women at craft sale in the Production 
Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1334 Winnie Smith and a man at craft sale table in the Production 
Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1335 Winnie Smith and her husband at craft sale table in the 
Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1336 Woman sewing at craft sale table in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1337 Woman sewing at craft sale table in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1338 Woman with her hands on her face at craft sale in the 
Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon. Same 
woman as in #1339.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1339 Woman sitting at craft sale in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon. Same woman as in #1338.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1340 Winnie Smith sewing at craft sale in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1341 Stanley Peters at craft sale in the Production Centre on Fourth 
Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1342 Woman sitting at vendor table with beaded slippers at craft 
sale in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1343 Woman beading at craft sale in the Production Centre on 
Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1344 Elder woman, possibly Mariah, looking at wood carvings on 
table at craft sale in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1345 Keith Wolfe Smarch standing behind table with carving tools 
on table at craft sale in the Production Centre on Fourth Ave. 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1346 Welcome sign above door into craft sale in the Production 
Centre on Fourth Ave. in Whitehorse, Yukon.  Winnie Smith on 
right and Stan Peters in background.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1347 Trade show for garment production equipment possibly in 
Montreal, QC overlooking large room and vendors booths.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1348 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
overlooking large room and vendors booths.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1349 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
overlooking large room and vendors booths.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1350 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with group of people posing around Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1351 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with two men posing beside Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1352 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with two women posing.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1353 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with woman posing at computer terminal.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1354 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with woman and man posing.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1355 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with woman and Tony Gonda posing under sign: GGT Canada 
Ltd.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1356 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with Tony Gonda and other people standing behind the Gerber 
cutter.
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #1357 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with Tony Gonda at computer terminal for the Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1358 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with group of people sitting near computer terminal beside the 
Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1359 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with group of people sitting near computer terminal in front of 
the Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1360 Trade show for garment production equipment in Montreal, QC 
with group of people sitting near computer terminal for the 
Gerber cutter.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1361 [Three women standing behind display counter with parkas 
and other artwork visible behind them - possibly at the Yukon 
Booth at Expo '86.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1362 [Three women standing behind display counter with parkas 
and other artwork visible behind them - possibly at the Yukon 
Booth at Expo '86.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1363 [Three women standing behind display counter with parkas 
and other artwork visible behind them - possibly at the Yukon 
Booth at Expo '86.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1364 [Artwork displayed possibly at the Yukon Booth at Expo '86.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1365 [Mastodon tusk on display possibly at the Yukon Booth at Expo 
'86.]
  -  1986.
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2002/131 #1366 [Mastodon tusk on display possibly at the Yukon Booth at Expo 
'86.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1367 [Entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 displaying float plane 
and sternwheeler.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1368 [Longer view of entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 
displaying float plane and sternwheeler and spectators in front.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1369 [Longer view of entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 
displaying float plane and sternwheeler and spectators in front.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1370 [Side view of entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 displaying 
train engine.]
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1371 Dome at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1372 Close-up of sternwheeler in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1373 Entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC 
showing train engine, float plane and sternwheeler.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1374 Entrance to Yukon Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC 
showing train engine, float plane and sternwheeler.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1375 Spectators viewing Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon 
Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1376 Spectators viewing Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon 
Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.
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2002/131 #1377 Spectators viewing Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon 
Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1378 Watson Lake signpost display in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1379 Beaded clothing, masks, wall hangings and mastodon tusk on 
display in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1380 Beaded clothing, masks, button blankets, and part of totem 
pole on display in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1381 Two dogsled baskets hanging over display in Yukon Place at 
Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1382 Woman wearing beaded fringe dress behind counter at Yukon 
Native Products booth in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1383 Helen Jakesta wearing beaded fringe dress in front of displays 
at Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
[Same woman as 2002/131 #1382]  -  1986.

2002/131 #1384 Full length view of Helen Jakesta wearing beaded fringe dress 
in front of displays at Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon 
Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
[Same woman as 2002/131 #1382 and #1383.]  -  1986.

2002/131 #1385 Full length view of Pearl Keenan wearing beaded fringe dress 
in front of displays at Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon 
Place at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.
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2002/131 #1386 Pearl Keenan wearing beaded fringe dress in front of displays 
at Yukon Native Products booth in Yukon Place at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1387 Fireworks display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1388 Fireworks display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1389 Fireworks display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1390 Fireworks display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1391 Night photo of dome across the water at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1392 Night photo of dome across the water at Expo '86 in 
Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1393 Night photo of hot air balloon display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, 
BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1394 Night photo Yukon Place entrance at Expo '86 in Vancouver, 
BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1395 Night photo of Expo '86 across the water in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1396 Inuksuk display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, BC.
  -  1986.
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2002/131 #1397 L-R: Pat McKenna's uncle's wife, Pat McKenna's uncle and Pat 
McKenna posing in front of display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, 
BC.
  -  1986.

2002/131 #1398 L-R: Pat McKenna's uncle's wife, Pat McKenna's uncle and Pat 
McKenna posing in front of display at Expo '86 in Vancouver, 
BC.
  -  1986.  -  Photographer: Anton Gonda.

2002/131 #1518 L-R: Becky Edzerza, Norma Kobayashi, Helen Jakesta, 
unidentified woman and Tony Gonda sitting around large table 
with box of donuts.
  -  198-.

2002/131 #1519 Tony Gonda holding a book sitting at a large table with box of 
donuts and two women on either side of him. Parkas hanging 
up in background.
  -  198-.

PHO 657

YA# Description:Orig. #

2002/131 #562 [Stan Peters sitting in a room behind a work table carving 
wood pictures. Stan is from Beaver Creek, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #563 [Close-up of Stan Peters carving wood pictures on a work 
table. Stan is from Beaver Creek, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #564 [Portrait of Stan Peters from Beaver Creek, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #612 [Two men sitting behind tables displaying leather and fur 
products at a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #613 [Two men standing beside tables displaying leather and fur 
products and parkas visible in background at a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #614 [Tables and wall displaying leather and fur products and 
parkas visible in background at a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #615 [Tables and wall displaying leather and fur products and 
parkas visible in background at a trade show. Sign visible on 
front of table reads:] Indian Crafts & Arts Manitoba
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #616 [Woman sitting behind table and wall displaying leather, fur 
products and parkas at a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #617 [Three women by tables displaying leather and fur products at 
a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #618 [Tables displaying leather and fur products and wall with bear 
(?) and beaver pelts at a trade show.]
[Underexposed image.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #798 [White leather beaded moccasins modeled on grass beside 
purple crocus.]
  -  1977.

28

2002/131 #799 [Leather beaded mukluks modeled on a caribou (?) hide.]
  -  1977.

7 or 10

2002/131 #800 [Leather beaded mukluks displayed on juniper bush.]
  -  1977.

1 or 7

2002/131 #801 [Three single white leather beaded slippers modeled on gold 
background.]
  -  1981.

6

2002/131 #802 [Beaded hair ties, hair clips and earrings modeled on gold 
background.]
  -  1981.

11

2002/131 #803 [Beaded necklace modeled on white background.]
  -  1981.

20
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2002/131 #804 [Leather beaded mukluks modeled on white background.]
  -  1981.

28

2002/131 #805 [Several sample colours of duffle and shell fabric with a "Kodak 
Gray Scale" underneath.]
  -  1981.

1

2002/131 #806 [Blue and white beaded necklace displayed on white 
background.]
  -  1981.

29

2002/131 #807 [White fur and leather gauntlet mittens displayed on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

24

2002/131 #808 [Brown fur and leather gauntlet mittens displayed on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

28

2002/131 #809 [Two pairs of mittens, blue and burgundy, displayed on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

29

2002/131 #810 [One white fur and beaded mukluk displayed on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

1

2002/131 #811 [Close-up of beaded pink flower on slipper or mukluk.]
  -  1983.

21

2002/131 #812 [Leather slipper with white fur trim and diamond beaded design 
modeled on grey background.]
  -  1983.

24

2002/131 #813 [Leather and brown fur mukluk with beaded flower design 
modeled on grey background.]
  -  1983.

26

2002/131 #814 [Leather and white canvas mukluk modeled on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

30
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2002/131 #815 [Two leather and beaded purses and two leather and beaded 
baby booties modeled on grey background.]
  -  1983.

31

2002/131 #816 [Leather and beaded mukluk with brown fur modeled on grey 
background.]
  -  1983.

35

2002/131 #817 [Close-up of white duffle mittens with flower appliqué being 
held by someone wearing white duffle parka.]
  -  1984.

21

2002/131 #818 [Eighteen people posing at a staff Christmas party. Kathleen 
Jones (Dawson) is third from left and Paul Birckel is on the far 
right.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #819 [Group of 13 woman posing in front of a Christmas Tree in the 
Yukon Native Products production room.]
[Similar view to 2002/131 #326.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #820 Group of six woman sitting on steps in Yukon Native Products 
retail store. L-R: Kathy Birckel, Lois ?, unidentified woman, 
Barbara Allen, and two unidentified women.]
[Similar view to 2002/131 #327.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #821 [Three children modelling parkas at Yukon Native Products 
fashion show at Gertie's in Dawson City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #822 [L-R: Unidentified child, Louise Drugan, Margie Kormendy and 
unidentified child modelling Mother Hubbard parkas at Yukon 
Native Products fashion show at Gertie's in Dawson City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #823 [L-R: Unidentified child, Margie Kormendy, and unidentified 
child modelling Mother Hubbard parkas and Debbie Kormendy 
at microphone at Yukon Native Products fashion show at 
Gertie's in Dawson City.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #824 [L-R: Unidentified woman and Kelly Taylor modelling parkas at 
Yukon Native Products fashion show at Gertie's in Dawson 
City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #825 [L-R: Sherry Coxford and Jan Malfair modelling parkas at 
Yukon Native Products fashion show at Gertie's in Dawson 
City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #826 [L-R: Roy Johnson, Michael Taylor and Steven Kormendy 
modelling parkas at Yukon Native Products fashion show at 
Gertie's in Dawson City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #827 [Rene Malfair modelling a white leather fringe dress at Yukon 
Native Products fashion show at Gertie's in Dawson City.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #828 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Paul Birckel on far right wearing fur coat and hat, Rosalie 
Washington wearing light blue parka and Mrs. Birckel wearing 
fur coat.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #829 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Several woman and children on the float.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #830 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Several adults and children on the float.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #831 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Several adults and children on the float including Paul Birckel 
wearing fur coat and hat.]  -  198-.
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2002/131 #832 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[unidentified man wearing red parka and fur hat and a woman 
wearing a Mother Hubbard parka and fur hat.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #833 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Close-up of unidentified man wearing red parka and fur 
hat.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #834 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Close-up of unidentified woman wearing pink parka, pink 
duffle mittens and pink duffle hat trimmed in white fur.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #835 [Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op Rendezvous parade float with 
several people modelling parkas, fur and leather outerwear.]
[Close-up of unidentified woman wearing Mother Hubbard 
parka and fur hat.]  -  198-.

2002/131 #836 [Possibly Indian Arts and Crafts Co-op staff wearing clown 
outfits made of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) 
Old Post Office in background.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #837 [Tanya Taylor from Dawson City, Yukon wearing clown outfits 
made of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #838 [Unidentified woman wearing baseball cap and clown outfit 
made of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #839 [Joan Cole (nee McLeod) wearing baseball cap and clown 
outfit made of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.
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2002/131 #840 [Unidentified woman wearing baseball cap and clown outfit 
made of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #841 [Unidentified man wearing baseball cap and clown outfit made 
of scrap parka fabric at Rendezvous parade (?) in Whitehorse, 
Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #842 [Close-up of Rosalie Washington wearing a light blue parka on 
the Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Rendezvous parade (?) 
float in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #843 [Close-up of Kathy Birckel wearing a fur jacket on the Indian 
Arts & Crafts Co-operative Rendezvous parade (?) float in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #844 [Close-up of young woman wearing a fur jacket and hat on the 
Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Rendezvous parade (?) float 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #845 [Paul Birckel wearing a fur jacket and hat and a husky dog 
sitting in front of him on the Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative 
Rendezvous parade (?) float in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #846 [Close-up of Paul Birckel wearing a fur jacket and hat on the 
Indian Arts & Crafts Co-operative Rendezvous parade (?) float 
in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  198-.

2002/131 #847 [Princess Anne from Britain visiting the Yukon Indian Arts & 
Craft Co-operative retail store in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  Jul 1982.

H-20
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2002/131 #848 [Princess Anne from Britain visiting the Yukon Indian Arts & 
Craft Co-operative production centre and talking to a 
seamstress in Whitehorse, Yukon.]
  -  Jul 1982.

H-6

2002/131 #998 [Woman modelling a white jacket in a hall with an audience 
sitting in background.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #999 [Young girl modelling a beaded leather and fur dress in a hall 
with chairs in background.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1000 [Woman modelling a fur jacket and beaded leather dress 
walking in front of an audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1001 [Woman modelling a beaded leather dress while holding the 
fur jacket in front of an audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1002 [Woman and child modelling white beaded leather dresses in 
front of an audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1003 [Woman modelling leather fringe dress in front of an audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1004 [Woman and young boy modelling blue parkas in front of an 
audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1005 [Large group of people wearing leather clothing and button 
blankets performing drum dance in front of an audience.]
  -  1979.

2002/131 #1006 [Close-up of totem pole lying on the ground.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1007 [Man wearing beaded leather smock walking towards 
microphone podium in front of building.]
  -  1977.
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2002/131 #1008 [People in colourful traditional costume performing a dance (?) 
outdoors.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1009 [People in colourful traditional costume performing a dance (?) 
outdoors.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1010 [Crane raising totem pole outside building.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1011 [People positioning totem pole at base.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1012 [People positioning totem pole at base.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1013 [People on stage inside hall presenting something?]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1014 [People on stage inside hall facing audience.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1015 [People on main floor dancing (?) and audience sitting on 
chairs.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1016 [People on main floor dancing (?) and audience sitting on 
chairs.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1017 [Overview of audience sitting on chairs.]
  -  1977.

2002/131 #1018 [People in colourful traditional costume performing a dance 
inside a hall.]
  -  1977.
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